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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overall motivation

Both the serving capability and the complexity of mobile networks are undergoing contin-

uous development. With the advent of Industry 4.0, the Internet of Things, and industrial

mobile networks, growth is constant, creating various challenges for network designers, op-

erators, and researchers working on development. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are

fundamental tools to measure mobile networks. I have expanded the scope of parameters,

measurement technologies, measurement methodologies, and control methods in my research.

Key features of the device-side, transmission technology, and network architectural parame-

ters of Industry 4.0, Internet of Things (IoT), and industrial mobile networks are examined

and presented in my work. The research offers a comprehensive method to describe and

validate the key features of these mobile networks.

Building on several standards of 3GPP – the organization that standardizes fifth-generation

mobile networks –, the research covers industrial mobile network architectures, where the

manufacturing technology requires near-zero human intervention. Supported by several of

Europe’s largest consortia, it is an ambitious, holistic innovation project, that aims to unlock

the potential of the digital industry and maintain its leading position in the European in-

dustry. BME Department of Telecommunications and Media Informatics, Magyar Telekom

and T-Systems Hungary, among others, participate as partners in Productive 4.0 [1] and
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5G-Smart [2] projects. Participating partners focus on the effective design and integration

of the IoT concept, hardware, and software components in line with the requirements of

Industry 4.0 and 5G. Electronics, Information and Communication Network Technologies

(ICT) play a vital role throughout the production supply chain - they are currently being

developed, and standards are being integrated.

1.2 Thesis methodology and overview

My research methodology is a conceptual design based on examining the requirements of

industrial mobile networks and then implementation-based measurement through of the cor-

rectness of the system. It aims to present the main concepts and then realize network

infrastructure and related services that serve the new types of user needs of industrial IoT

(IIoT). The presented network solution is able to meet the requirements of the new industrial

revolution, Industry 4.0 [3]. The aim is for the planned network and the service based on it

to be applied and validated in practice. The operating parameters of the connected client

devices are discussed in detail and provide feedback to the network control.

To achieve these goals, I have conducted research in the following directions:

• Detailed research of the standards that form the basis of current 3GPP based cellular

networks, exploring and identifying research gaps;

• Examination of the requirements of and current solutions to the industrial terminology

in production, as well as the tasks to be solved;

• Setting the criteria of the industrial IoT framework and meeting the expectations and

standards of Industry 4.0, based on interviews with significant industry players (KUKA

Robotics, Daimler, Audi, BMW, BorgWarner, Siemens);

• Investigation and modeling of existing processes, running simulations, verification and

validation of results;

• Development of network, product and service life cycle models and investigation of

possible consequences;

• Development of a method to meet current and future transmission technology needs;

• Taking measurements on and performing statistical evaluation of an existing network.

Creating a simulation function, modeling the production support modules of the frame-

work and examining its architectural effects;
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• Verification of the models based on the elaborated method by measurements and com-

parison with actual needs, drawing conclusions.

1.3 The structure of my work

The primary goal of my research is to examine the possibility of connecting industrial IoT

and 5G networks. The first part of my dissertation deals with the safety of IoT devices,

life cycle modeling, and the impact of its mass appearance on the network. In the second

part, measurement procedures and new measurement methods are presented, focusing on

the architectural design and modeling of the system on industrial mobile networks.

Chapter 2 describes the related work, introducing the LTE Option 3.x network elements,

monitoring functions and the basic traffic modeling method.

In Chapter 3 and 4, the 1st thesis group studies the integration and life cycle modeling

of IoT systems, the categorization of the traffic and the different effects of these traffic

categories on the network. The general life cycle model created for IoT devices is discussed

and the reliability of the model is demonstrated through an industry example. Pointing out

the differences in 5G use-cases, the chapter identifies the main customers. Through modeling

and measurements the chapter presents and identifies the network footprint of different use-

cases. The footprint is shown with the parameters that strongly influence the life cycle of

the equipment and the load on the serving network from the perspective of signalling and

data transmission.

In Chapter 5 and 6, the 2nd thesis group deals with the architectural issues of industrial

mobile networks and the services provided to users. It describes architectural possibilities

offered by the existing standards for 5G cellular networks. Based on this, a test industrial

mobile network is designed and launched with a new architectural solution. The developed

measurement method can be used to measure the traffic and network impact of clients

in Industry 4.0 use-cases. On the other hand, the method can be used to validate the

transmission network to provide a Quality Of Service (QoS) that meets the requirements of

Industry 4.0.
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Chapter 2

Overview of related work

2.1 Introduction and motivation

The success of cellular network standards is proven by the rapid spread and popularity of

such networks around the globe.

Based on the reports of Ericsson [4] [5] [6], the average mobile network data consumption

is still increasing and will almost double in every 2 years until 2022 in all regions of the world.

The global average of data consumption per subscription, currently at 2 GB per month, is

forecasted to increase to around 20 GB for smartphone users. This will be generated by

classical human-based smartphone applications together with the newly connected millions

of IoT devices.

This change will affect both fixed and cellular access, and will be reflected not only in

data throughput, but in the signaling traffic as well. As part of the preparation for this

change, the main use-cases regarding data and signaling resource allocation demands are to

be defined and well understood. While the 5G white papers [7] and [8] contain a lot of well-

defined use-cases, we extend the perspective with real-life network measurement results, and

use-cases that are already live. The results presented in my work support the understanding

of the current cellular network usage scenarios, and can be helpful for defining network

slicing, together with better cellular core orchestration.
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2.2 Architecture of the 4G EPC network

The LTE Evolved Packet Core (EPC) is based on continuously evolving 3GPP standards.

It is always under development, due to the emerging technical and business requirements.

The modifications of the systems are mostly software innovations. These are in most cases

merely improvements of earlier existing implementations, where some fixed values are made

configurable, or the new code is changing the behaviour algorithms inside the EPC. The

parameters in question sometimes get new values, which in case of low load do not lead to

different system behaviour, but in case of high load, can have serious consequences. In the

case of live network operation, the subscriber’s network usage behaviour is always required

to examine the whole system end-to-end, searching for transients and comparing the results

with earlier measurements. The EPC devices are based on specialized Hardware (HW)

architecture, which means that part of the Software (SW) is also bonded to HW features.

This is planned – sooner or later – to be changed to virtual-HW-based solutions. HW

dependencies, like interface and memory handling, or even HW bonded Field Programmable

Gate Arrays (FPGA) based controlling have to be minimized and separately handled. The

advantage of the virtualized EPC is that it can run on almost all kinds of HW platform,

so the initial Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) can be minimized. The disadvantage is that

the EPC software will not have many contacts with the physical layer. Understanding the

user’s requirements and seeing their possible future requirements can lead to an architecture

and network design with a good approach in the case of system failure or transient load

originating from subscribers.

2.2.1 The LTE evolved packet core

Knowing the architectural dependencies and the exact protocols in depth is essential, because

the parameters can cause scalability problems in case of mass usage when the system is live.

Figure 2.1 represents the core LTE network elements and the defined interfaces in between

[9]. Serving Gateway, Mobility Management Entity, Packet Data Network Gateway (SGW-

MME-PGW) are part of the EPC, and interfaces S1-AP [10], S1-U [11], S6a [12] and SGi

[13] are interfaces (see 2.1) under investigation [14]. S5 and S11 are internal interfaces using

the same General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) Tunneling Protocol (GTP) [15] protocol,

and are not under direct investigation in this scenario.
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Figure 2.1: The Evolved Packet Core and main interfaces [16]; Control Plane (CP): blue-line;

User-Plane (UP): red-line

2.2.2 LTE EPC functional elements

MME (Mobility Management Entity)

MME is the main signaling node in the EPC, the User Equipment’s (UE) can connect to

the network through the evolved NodeB (eNB). It also handles SGW and other MMEs

NAS (Non-access Stratum) signaling in case of handovers, including user authentication,

controlling and roaming functions. The attaching users are initially connected to the MME

in the EPC area [17]. S1-MME is a reference point for signaling between MME and eNB,

which protocol is based on Internet Protocol (IP) level, for delivery guarantees provided by

Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [18]. The signaling protocol is called S1AP.

S6a (also called as Gr in 2G and 3G) is an IP based interface between MME and Home

Subscriber Server (HSS). The transport is based on SCTP, while the application signaling

is Diameter [19] based.

SGW (Serving Gateway)

The SGW’s main function is to control and allocate data path resources for User sessions

in-between the eNBs and the PGW. The User Plane tunnels are established with GTP, based

on the control guidance of the MME or PGW. The SGW connects to the eNB through the

S1-U interface where user traffic is expected on User Datagram Protocol (UDP) based GTP.

In the PGW direction an S5 connection is used.
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PGW (Packet Data Network Gateway)

PGW (or PDN-GW) is mainly responsible for connection to the outside IP network, and

reserves endpoint IP addresses. Furthermore, it handles the UE traffic, so related services

[20] like billing, zero rating or QoS controlling can be affected in this node. This is the edge

(or the border) of the EPC to the external IP network. In the EPC reference architecture

the PGW connects to the SGW via internal S5 interface. The SGi interface is connected to

the Local or Global Internet network over IP.

HSS (Home Subscriber Server)

HSS is the user database in the LTE Network. It contains all of the user-related rules and at-

tributes. In case of User attach, the MME queries the HSS for user authentication, identifica-

tion rules and permissions. The HSS connects to the Home Location Register/Authentication

Center (HLR/AuC) for authentication keys and also registers the subscribers’ location on

the 4G network. The connecting interface is a Diameter protocol based on S6a, IP and

SCTP.

2.2.3 Monitoring functions

The main aim of the monitoring function is failure detection and analysis. Further uses

include generating key performance indicators on network segments and servicing scenarios,

detecting and real-time filtering of fraudulent cases, assembling session- and call-data records

for further analysis. The special hardware of the monitoring probes connects to all sorts of

network interfaces of the EPC and it also ensures high-precision time-stamping. Lossless

traffic capture, real-time data processing and traffic analysis are key features of network

monitoring. The connection is passive (non-intrusive), and control and user plane traffic is

collected bit-by-bit – then stored, as well as pre-processed to allow further analysis. The

monitoring system creates signaling statistics, session- and call-data records, allows running

real-time subscriber call tracing based on the collected data, and enables post-processing for

further investigations.
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2.3 Traffic modeling methodology

A major task of the methodology is traffic analysis, carried out in order to find proper models

and parameters that fit this behavior. The models are implemented in the form of a traffic

generator, which produces synthetic traffic whose statistical parameters match the observed

real-life patterns. After verification and fine-tuning of the model, the traffic generator can

be deployed in order to reveal the performance limitations of mobile core networks.

Figure 2.2: Tasks and their results in the methodology. Shaded gray rectangles illustrate

procedures; parallelograms represent intermediate data [14]
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Figure 2.2 illustrates our methodology through the general cycle of modeling: observation,

analysis, model creation, implementation and finally verification and deployment – according

to [14].

1. Observation: Capturing real-life traffic data in an operational network. Traces are

collected from both the control plane and the user plane.

2. Analysis is performed on the collected data. Types of various network activities are

identified. For each activity, relevant features and statistical parameters are identified,

and their values are extracted from the data.

3. Model creation: Based on the relevant parameters and message samples models are

built, which account for the various activities and traffic patterns observed in the

network.

4. Implementation: The models are realized as a traffic generator. The device simulates

the operation of a specific network segment through the parameters of the implemented

models.

5. Verification and refinement: The statistical properties of the synthetic traffic are

matched against those observed in real patterns. The models’ parameters are refined

in an iterative process in order to improve the prediction accuracy of the models.

6. Deployment: Once the models are considered sufficiently accurate, the traffic generator

can be deployed in a pilot network (or live network) to carry out complex load testing

tasks. At this point the models may be operated outside the previously observed

realistic parameter range. Thus the device can be used to simulate extreme network

activities or boundary conditions, which would otherwise be difficult or impossible to

produce in a real-life setup.

Because of their distinct characteristics, control and user planes need to be addressed

separately throughout the model creation process. The methodology can be expanded with

details by measurements and knowledge extraction (observation and analysis) on 4G live net-

work traffic, and model creation, implementation on an experimental 5G industrial network

segment.
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2.3.1 Device life cycle

During the life cycle of the device it goes through different settings possibly both on the

HW and SW levels. During the phases including the beginning (from the beginning where

naturally the device can be either disassembled or operational) up until the end phase it will

produce different control and user plane traffic patterns. The model’s control and user plane

traffic requirement shall be measured in different phases of their life.

2.3.2 Control plane

In order to set up the control plane traffic model, control plane messages are captured bit-

by-bit. In the analysis phase, control message sequences and protocol state transitions are

identified and stored. Subscriber mobility patterns are analyzed and their relevant parame-

ters are identified.

The models created for the control plane are mainly based on protocol specifications:

message sequences and state transitions need to conform to the standards and vendor-specific

extensions. Subscriber mobility models, on the other hand, can also employ statistical

parameters.

2.3.3 User plane

To model the user plane traffic, reference captures can be used. User plane capture is a

process of collecting data packets sent over the network.

The analysis needs to identify categories of user activity – such as voice calls, video

streaming, web browsing, email traffic, or IoT endpoint reporting periodically. The analysis

also defines relevant parameters which characterize the activities (e.g. packet delay and jitter

for Voice over Internet Protocol(IP) and video; expected value and variance of packet sizes

for email download). Different sets of parameters (i.e., delay, jitter, loss rate) are typically

identified for different types of observed activities (i.e., video streaming or IoT endpoint

reporting).

For further details on the areas briefly presented in this chapter please refer to my earlier

works [21], [22], [23] and [16].
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Chapter 3

Life cycle modeling

3.1 General life cycle model

3.1.1 Introduction

As their name suggests, end-devices of IoT are capable of communicating through local

networks or the Internet – and they need resources for that. This is a very specific feature

that distinguishes them from other devices. Their owners or deployers should take special

care of their lifecycle, since they consume energy from their environment, and in most of the

cases they take up radio-spectrum resources for wireless communication. According to an

earlier estimation from the Chinese Journal of Engineering, there were around 5 billion IoT

devices by the end of 2010, and about 100 billion are predicted by the end of 2030 [24]. This

growth will change our habits regarding the use of info-communication systems and services,

and will help in life automation, environmental protection and public safety, not to mention

the industrial applications. It touches most of the segments of our economy – including

waste management, since these devices will become physical waste, and when abandoned,

they are going to waste radio-spectrum resources as well. This is a relatively new challenge,

one that increases massively as the number of devices increases. There is a need for IoT

Device Lifecycle Management solutions that help the various industrial domains to manage

[25] their connected devices easily, and provide additional features for existing methods such

as solutions for data integration, information security, device health-check, and many more.

My results related to this research domain are detailed in [26], [23], [27], [28] and [22].
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3.1.2 General description of product life cycle management

Product Life cycle Management (PLM) allows companies to gather useful information about

their product during its full life cycle [29]. Utilizing this information gives us the opportunity

to develop product attributes and it could have a significant, positive impact on the success

of business processes [30]. PLM has been formulated in many ways, but the foundation of

these were very similar [31]. Generally, PLM defines three main stages: Beginning of Life

(BoL), Middle of Life (MoL) and End of Life (EoL) as depicted in Figure 3.1. Sharing

information on state-changes is important from the perspective of life cycle management.

This gives us the possibility of getting feedback on the device status within its whole life

cycle. The information can be used in various ways – for example throughout the FCAPS

model: in Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security Management [32].

Figure 3.1: Life cycle stages [23]

Figure 3.2: Meanings of the used gateways [23]

Figure 3.1 shows a generic life cycle, and follows the rules of Business Process Model

and Notation (BPMN) [33] – which is a unified flowchart-based graphical model for business

processes. The BPMN uses a process oriented approach for modeling. The BPMN gateways

used in this section are explained by Figure 3.2. Each life cycle stage has its own dedicated

target. During the BoL (Beginning of Life), the device itself does not have any configuration

or settings, but it has default schemas (e.g., passwords are generic in all devices, the owner

or operator just received them). During the MoL (Middle of Life), the changes in product
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configuration, design and production quality – with improvements in mind – are the main

concern. Naturally, the success of the plan and design phase in the BoL is critical, because it

has a great impact on success of the product – in this case, the IoT device. The focus during

the MoL – besides fulfilling the main functional purpose of the device – is on improving the

reliability, availability and maintainability of the product. Proper actions before the EoL

(End of Life) stage are important for sustainability of our environment: usage of the radio

spectrum, physical space, or privacy of our data. These are the most thriving challenges for

life cycle management of communicating devices [34]. At its EoL, the device has a certain

configuration regarding its latest purpose, but its owner or operator status may not be well

defined. In case they do not spend (waste) further resources on the operation of the device,

then its state becomes hard to determine both physically and software-wise. In order to

optimize system operation, improve integration and system-wide communication, and even

to reach higher efficiency levels in Time-to-Market, it becomes important for companies to

make PLM an integral part of their overall strategy, so they can design and manage the life

of their products better [35].

Extended life cycle model

Life cycle management certainly appears in non-IoT-related areas, such as industrial life cycle

[36] [37], development life cycle [38], project life cycle [39], data life cycle [40] or business life

cycle [41]. The main stages that have been described by Figure 3.1 mostly appear in all these

cases, extended with domain-specific definitions and properties. Nowadays, IoT devices are

rapidly evolving, and they also change their life cycle stages fast [42].

PLM can be improved if IoT Systems of Systems produce, store and utilize life cycle-

related information [43]. As Figure 3.3 suggests, every stage has an impact on the next one,

as well as on processes and decisions within the System of Systems. The information that is

available at the various life cycle stages is useful in various ways. The data about the devices

in BoL supports the development of future products, in MoL it helps to make maintenance

more efficient and in EoL it can be used to support decisions and actions on de-provisioning

or recycling. Let’s look at an example based on the extended life cycle model depicted by

Figure 3.3. If a change is needed in relation to a device, it is primarily solved by firmware

(or software) updates. The experience gained during the operation and the changes that

make the operation more efficient can have an effect in the BoL of the same product. The

15



Figure 3.3: An extended life cycle model, including further transitions [23]

mentioned – not yet used – device can be released later with the integrated changes based on

the experiences and updates of the used, similar product. Technology is changing faster and

faster [44], so the hardware of the devices may not be optimal for years, but a satisfactory

functional state can be achieved through firmware updates and re-configurations, which can

save money on one hand and can avoid the devices becoming unmanageable on the other

hand.

3.1.3 Device life cycle management in IoT

There are many solutions seemingly available for life cycle management, although, when

taking a closer look, they are merely device configuration management solutions. These

models and solutions that cover auto-configuration and firmware updates, and in some cases

even provisioning or monitoring [45], should not be confused with real standards and solutions

that take care of the whole life cycle. Most of the Device Management standards [43] and

solutions [46] realize similar life cycle phases. Our suggestion is to map these into the Product

Life cycle Management stages (BoL, MoL, EoL), as it is shown in Figure 3.4. The following

subsections detail the elements of the Product Life cycle Management phases for IoT devices

which can be cellular phones, cellular modems, customer located computers, routers or any

electronic device, which has at least one IP-based network interface.
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Figure 3.4: Stages and phases of IoT device life cycle Management [23]

Plan and Design

Basically, this is the BoL of a product. The essence of the Plan phase is to gather the re-

quirements for the given new IoT device together with its services, and to fulfill them within

a high-level plan. There are firm decisions made during Design. These affect various fea-

tures such as the hardware and software platform, communication type (e.g., cellular, WiFi,

hybrid, etc.), sensor analytics, storage, alerts, network configuration, security, hardware and

software installation and more. In the end, a tangible device plan is born, however, the

device is still physically untouched, it still has the default configuration. Both the Plan and

the Design are critical within the life cycle, because they influence the future of the product

significantly.

Provisioning

After the Plan and Design phase, the device is ready to be deployed and starts its MoL

stage. The product has to be connected to the network. Within this phase, the device

gets registered (e.g. authorized, admitted or accounted) and gets a unique identifier such as

an IP address. Oftentimes a pre-defined and automated, rule-based engine executes these

processes.
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Configuration

During the MoL, changes occur in the device’s behavior and environmental setup, capabilities

or its general status. These are reflected in the life cycle as configuration, update and

maintenance, respectively. During configuration, the device does not gain new capabilities,

but its behavior or environmental setup gets changed. Re-configuration can happen many

times during the life of the device; the existence lifespan of a given configuration can range

from ultra-short to long, as detailed later.

Update

Updates make it possible for the device to complete its tasks with a different skill set or

improved capabilities. Within the life of most IoT devices, sooner or later, their internal

setup has to change, for example a firmware update or some bug fixes will be needed. This

can be handled through scheduled or ad-hoc updates. These often improve the capabilities

of the device in general.

Maintenance

From an operator’s (service provider, mobile operator, site integrator, etc.) point of view,

maintenance is also one of the most important tasks. Without this, the devices go haywire

before the allotted service lifetime ends – or cause failures in the network, which also raise

unnecessary expenditures.

Monitoring

Operators should monitor changes in the environment or in the behavior of the device, and

efficiently intervene. As mentioned previously, Monitoring helps us in device health check.

Based on the results of diagnostics, operators can check the status of the devices; it also allows

the possibility of early intervention, which can save money. Data collection becomes simpler.

The assembly of the collected data and its integration support more accurate calibration and

problem discovery. Remote monitoring capabilities are mandatory requirements nowadays;

device status has to be monitored to support proper management actions.
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Deprovisioning

In the first step of the EoL, the IoT device should be deprovisioned. This is a serious

process but it is forgotten many times. This is becoming more and more relevant, because

the number of devices will rise significantly in the network. Nowadays, most networks hold

“zombie” devices, which are not used (abandoned), but at the same time reserve many

resources. It is also possible to deprovision a device but still leave it where it was before

– hence later the device could be re-animated again, which can be an economical solution

rather than deploying a new one.

Retirement

There could be various reasons behind retiring a device, including a complete replacement

(because the device cannot fulfill the expectations), or the service lifetime has simply ended.

Still, the main reasons for retirement are partial or full damage due to incorrigible failures

or aging.

3.1.4 Life cycle durations through real life cases

A Typical Scenario from Real Life

The first smartphones (UE) were sold (BoL) for over 10 years ago, when the main wireless

connection was based on 2G cellular networks. With the fast evolution of smartphones,

their utility for different scenarios evolved very quickly as well. From year to year the

vendors put more memory, processor cores and network interfaces into the UE, which has

given them unique internal resources for applications, and good user experience. These

feature rich resources provide very good user experience with almost unlimited possibilities

for applications (MoL) using these devices besides their original main goal to handle voice

calls and messages. Oftentimes the first owner of the UE mainly used it for fancy applications

(e.g. online-gaming, very secure video and voice calls, accessibility to secure applications) –

and then the owner replaced the UE due to application hunger, or when one of the resources

has depleted. The life cycle of these ex-top devices, however, was not necessarily finished

here. They were sold to a second hand user (deprovisioning at EoL, then provisioning at

MoL), who can use most of its features longer. Since the available features of a phone were

not degraded (except HW malfunctions), these users were able to use the UE for the same
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functions with the same results as earlier. It is also clear that in these cases the applications

(browsing, social media, on-demand video) have not been degraded, either. The so-called

old phones were still in operation (MoL) for their main applications after many years of the

first owner-change. These services, however, are not only voice or text communications with

some specialized applications. Old phones are perfect for cellular modem functions (using in

tethering mode as an Internet hotspot), or as proximity sensors based on microphone and

camera for security purposes – and in these cases their usage scenario changes. There lies,

however, a great danger. The main operating system, which is responsible for the device

security, is very rarely updated after a few years and it will not be verified and validated

any more. Usually their kernel or main interface drivers contain accessibility failures and

security holes, which can be used for hijacking the device [47]. These updates are neither

standardized nor controlled; the vendors only provide support for these devices during the

warranty time which is usually limited to maximum 3 years. This is a real-life scenario when

the original purpose of the device gets changed dramatically during its life cycle. These

changes shall also be handled in the network provider side to ensure resource renewal. The

change in usage can take years, and both the software provider and the network provider

have time to take preparatory actions.

Changing of Services Inside the MoL

When the first networking devices (e.g., routers, computers) were installed and connected to

the Internet or any network more than 20 years ago, they were Planned and Designed (BoL)

for slowly changing environments. During the life cycle of a modern device, the user has

to attach to different networks for different purposes. Among the connections there will be

several authentications [48], connections, disconnections and data transmissions [49]. There

are going to be changes related to interfaces, firmware, and software capabilities, as well as

changes in the environment. These and other changes shall be handled properly in the MoL.

Figure 3.5 shows the relation of life cycle stages and the duration of various changes.

Ultra short time change: The time period of an ultra short change – until the original state

is restored – varies between 1 ns and 1 sec. These are typically resource-constrained changes.

For example, in the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band, when an interference

occurs and some of the packets are lost; or when the Bluetooth Frequency Hopping Spread

Spectrum (FHSS) jumps to a frequency that another Bluetooth device is currently using [50].
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Figure 3.5: The relation of Life cycle phases and ultra short, short, medium and long time

changes from the device point of view [23]

On wired interfaces, Ethernet segment buffer overflow can occur as some routers drop packets.

These are typically in the MoL, in Update and Maintenance phase. For 3GPP based devices

this can come in the form of Tracking Area Update (TAU) messages or required Paging.

Short time change: In general, for short time changes, the capability in question restores

within 1 minute to 1 hour. As an example, it can be due to 3G cell breathing, when the

connecting device is experiencing a signal loss from the base station. In ISM bands this can

be a disturbing AP, for example massive data transmission over a concurrent or even the same

WiFi network. In this case the MoL stage still does not get disturbed. However, if this error

occurs frequently, there is a possibility that the Configuration or even the Provision phase

shall be modified. In some extreme cases the Planning and Design phase in the BoL stage

shall be involved. 3GPP defines these events as data transmission and then disconnection

from the network.

Medium time change: The capability in question restores in 1 hour to 1 year. This can

be a seasonal cell moving, for example starting a new 3GPP 3G cell to a county-side area for

summer-time or festival and closing it for winter-time. In this case if a 3G cell disappears

and the UE has to connect to the 2G network with much lower resources, the Planning and

Design phase must be involved to cover such scenarios. It is also possible that part of the
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UE – e.g., the cellular modem – shall be put to Deprovision phase in EoL stage, because the

requested bandwidth will not be enough or reliable with a cellular connection. In this case

the Planning and Design phase shall offer another solution, for example a wired fixed line

connection.

Long time change: Some of the capabilities do not return even after years. For example

there can be services such as analogue TV service, which is now approaching to its EoL

stage from the providers’ point of view. A similar example is the 3G network, which is going

to be running for years and then the service provider will turn them off. Further examples

could be related to services that are used for years as Yahoo e-mail or free Domain Name

System (DNS) providers like dyndns [51]. In this case some of the user equipment moves

through the Deprovision and Retirement phases and the involvement of the Planning and

Design phases are mandatory.

3.1.5 Illustration of the life cycle model from the device’s point of view – inside

the MoL

In Section 3.1.2, we described the three stages of the life cycle, the BoL, MoL and EoL,

and split them further to eight more phases in Section 3.1.3. In order to demonstrate the

different stages and phases of the MoL from the device point of view, we illustrate the model

with the life of active devices around us: the UE within the cellular network.

3.2 Abandoned devices and their identification

3.2.1 Definition

Let us define the term “abandoned non-operated device” from the perspective of the market

regulators and system operators. A device is abandoned and non-operated, when it uses

resources from the surrounding environment without producing any profit relevant to its

original purpose, and, it is not monitored or maintained anymore, and its status is irrelevant

to its owner. The superfluously utilized resources can be the frequency spectrum, the pro-

cessing capabilities of the connected network or data processors, among others. A device is

considered “zombie” if it occupies network resources without showing any signs of meaningful

purpose defined by its rightful owner – or such an owner cannot be identified. All of the
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devices mentioned above have some kind of an identifier (ID). Any unique identifier can be

the key for distinguishing and marking each abandoned device.

3.2.2 Considerations of mandatory authentication

Due to the standards in place, the type of network access determines the methods and pro-

cedures of the connection – as well as the type of identifiers through which the devices are

authenticated. Although in theory there should not be any correlation, real-life practice

shows that the authentication methods for the various access types are quite similar, even

though the types of the IDs are different. The most important identifiers – including authen-

tication information – are generally stored on the network provider side, in highly reliable

and accessible databases.

Mobile subscribers’ IDs are usually stored at HLR/HSS and in the AuC whereas fixed

line customers’ IDs can be saved to a subscriber repository such as User Data Convergence

(UDC) or other databases. Double-sided authentication – where the credentials are on the

customer side and the verification is on the provider side – is mandatory in these systems.

On the other hand, it is not typical for Local Area Network (LAN) and Personal Local

Area Network (PLAN) connections to have such double-sided identification, because it is not

mandatory, just optional in these systems. The related devices are able to connect without

authenticating each other and use the available resources – even in situations when they are

not meant to utilize such resources. The shortfall in forcing authentication in these tech-

nologies also makes proper recognition harder. WiFi, Zigbee, and Bluetooth operate within

the ISM band. These bands are free to use by any device based on the national regulatory

rules. The regulations merely limit the transmitting power and the utilized bandwidth, but

do not limit the time frame of usage. This gives devices an enormous latitude in malicious

behaviour. LoRaWAN can be considered an exception, since there is a limitation for the

duty cycle, which is directly linked into airtime [52].

3.2.3 Limitations on marking and banning abandoned or zombie devices

Mobile service providers have a legal and technically standardized way to shut down their

existing or non-paying customers. Based on the unique IDs of the device or subscription,

they are able to find and inform their customer’s UE about being banned from the network.
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Mobile service providers use licensed frequency bands, which can be occupied only by the

provider and its customers. In case any undesirable devices use these bands, the service

providers are allowed to ask the enforcement agencies to force stopping the operation of

the given device. Providers are interested in using these bands as effectively as possible, in

order to save their highly valuable resources. On LAN and PLAN networks the devices have

unique IDs, but they are not necessarily bound to any subscription. Since the accompanying

standards do not support complete banning, providers must find some workarounds to save

their resources.

3.2.4 Considerations on device and subscriber identification

WAN, LAN or PLAN devices all have some hard coded address, and many times their

software also contains user information, such as credentials. Service providers use these IDs

to distinguish live (active) customers from those who have ended their subscription. Devices

using leased frequency bands – such as cellular phones or modems – can be easily identified

based on their subscriber ID, which is mandatory to store both on the customer and the

provider side. On the service provider side the subscriber ID is associated with contracts.

Mobile service providers mainly use hardware coded IDs based on Subscriber Identity

Module (SIM) cards [9]. These are correlated with International Mobile Subscriber Identity

(IMSI) and Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory Number (MSISDN) on the

provider side. Some providers use electronic SIM based authentication, where only a profile

exists in the UE, which can be overwritten by software. Such a software-based change is also

possible for physical SIM cards, but can be much harder to carry out.

At fixed line services such as Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), Gigabit Passive Optical Net-

work (GPON) and Ethernet, the types of identifiers have a much wider selection. There are

even circuit-based subscriptions, where the client does not know about its ID (e.g. landline

phones). With Cable TV systems, the end devices have hardware-based, burned-in Me-

dia Access Control (MAC) addresses. On the other hand, the typical xDSL (various DSL)

network user is identified and authenticated based on username and password for a proper

connection.
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3.2.5 Unique identifiers to mark undesirable devices

Once the device or user has been identified undesirable, the operator of the network has

various ways to ban the device. The simplest option is to inform the owner about the end of

the contract and to ask them to power off their device properly. In case the owner or its end

device is not reachable, or the provider has other cost-effective possibilities, standardized

network commands may be employed for shutting down the end device. The aim is to ban

the UE in a way so it becomes unable to use any of the service provider resources.

Table 3.1 briefly summarizes the evaluated networking technologies regarding suggestions

for end-of-life, the possible endpoint IDs that can be subject to banning, and the options for

banning: can the endpoint be forced for radio silence, or can merely be banned for attaching

to the network nodes.

Table 3.1: Comparison of networking technologies in relation to reach, end-of-life, and ban-

ning options

Network technology
Licensed

frequency
Maximum reach

Suggestions

on end-of-life
Endpoint IDs

Attach banned (AB) and/or

Radio Silence (RS)

Cellular Yes cca 35 (120)km
in place,

actionable by operators
IMSI, MSISDN, IMEI AB and RS by operator

WiFi No cca 100 m vendors & community MAC AB by each node

Bluetooth No cca 10 m vendors & community MAC AB by master device

ZigBee No cca 100 m sporadic, in blogs MAC AB by nodes

LoRaWAN No cca 30 km sporadic, in blogs DevEUI, AppEUI, DevAddr AB by the provider/owner

According to the 3GPP standards used at mobile service providers, users can be banned

in many ways, based on the different user IDs such as IMSI, MSISDN, or International Mobile

Equipment Identity (IMEI). Detection and banning mechanisms are detailed in Section 3.3.

At 802.11 WiFi, the Station (STA) and Access Point Station (AP STA) also have a MAC

address, which must be unique in the connected network. The user can be banned from

the network (based on this ID), but cannot be forced to stop occupying frequency band

resources.

Regarding Bluetooth, in case a device is not required any longer in the Bluetooth network,

the Master device has the possibility to disconnect one or all of the devices, or to put them

into Standby mode. Disconnecting a device from the network can be done by referencing

their MAC address and authentication private key, although both of them can be regenerated
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and faked. Putting a device into Standby mode does not prevent it from transmitting Beacon

frames or trying to connect again to any other PAN (Personal Area Network).

In case of Zigbee, the Zigbee Coordinator (ZC) and Zigbee Endpoints (ZEs) are connected

and frames are periodically changed to inform each other about the presence – even if the

update period is high. Their unique MAC address can be used as the key for banning – but

it cannot be used for the modification of the device’s operational status or for forcing it to

turn off.

Since LoRaWAN communication is done through a non-unique ID called DevAddr, it

is only the LoRa network operator that can identify a device properly. Finding the actual

device that belongs to a given address is done by matching the cryptographic signature

(MIC) of the message to a device in the database. Once the LoRa technology reaches a

certain penetration, it will not be easy to identify the network operator either, since the

address space is small. It is the most significant 7 bits of the DevAddr that are known as

NwkID. After a while there are going to be multiple networks using the same NwkID – not

to mention private networks, whose owners may not be easy to identify. There is currently

no way to ban LoRa devices, except for their owners. Abandoned or zombie LoRa devices

can be blacklisted so they won’t occupy processing resources. Still, they can keep taking up

radio resources, or even abuse the duty cycle by transmitting in more timeslots than advised.

It is clear that with the increasing number of WiFi, Zigbee, Bluetooth and LoRaWAN

devices, the proportion of losing data packets between any PANs in a highly crowded area

will increase rapidly [10]. There is a real risk that abandoned or zombie devices cannot be

shut down fully without complete power off, even by their master node. They will try to

connect or contaminate the radio spectrum until their battery goes flat – which means that

they can be in this zombie state for years.

Regarding the detection, banning and complete disconnection of devices, cellular mobile

networks (with leased frequency bands) clearly have more possibilities than technologies

using the ISM bands. The existing LoRa and other fast spreading Low Power Wide Area

Network (LPWAN) [53] systems – where the unprotected ISM band accumulates with the

expected extreme high number of IoT devices – are among the most endangered areas in

this respect.
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3.3 Detecting abandoned zombie devices in the cellular network

3.3.1 Architectural view of the IoT communication ecosystem

The main nodes of the LTE EPC (Long Term Evolution Evolved Packet Core, standardized

by 3GPP) [54] network include the MME, SGW, PGW with HSS and EIR (Equipment

Identity Register) as described in Chapter 2. The connecting signaling interfaces are S1-AP

[10], S6a [15], S11 and S13 [12]. The S1-U, S5 and SGi are all 3GPP 23.401 [20] standard

based interfaces. The Uu [55] interface between the eNB and UE carries both signaling and

data forwarding functions.

Figure 3.6: Overview of an Machine to Machine (M2M) connection through the eNB and

the EPC [16]

3.3.2 The generic setup for EPC-connected IoT communication

The high level setup of a generic, EPC-connected M2M communication is shown in Figure

3.6. The ”IoT endpoint” in Figure 3.6. covers the main capabilities and logic of the UE.

It may have several non-3GPP-compliant interfaces, and has at least one 3GPP-compliant

connection with the ”Cellular modem”. The power supply of the ”Cellular modem” can be

controlled via USB (Universal Serial Bus), PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect), or in

some cases over a serial interface. The ”Cellular modem” is responsible for establishing a

radio connection to the cellular service provider, in our case to the eNB via the Uu interface.

Based on the commands from the ”IoT endpoint”, it attaches to the EPC and is able to send

data packets through the network.

The ”EPC” in Figure 3.6 represents the LTE EPC as one, single, simplified entity. It

is able to receive frames from the ”eNB” on one side, and forward them to the other side
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through the SGi interface to the ”Service platform server". The ”Service platform server” is

the ultimate data processing node, which the ”IoT endpoint” wishes to communicate with.

It is usually part of the ”IoT endpoint” functionalities to check the availability of the ”Service

platform server” with a preconfigured frequency and method.

3.3.3 Attach-detach cycles of the UE

EPC core nodes such as MME, SGW and PGW are mainly responsible for establishing user

sessions and storing the parameters of the attached equipment. They are not supposed to

store status and detach-reason codes about disconnected devices. Hence, in case of UE re-

connection, all the messages are handled based on a standardized way again, without forcing

a complete disconnection and then they start from the first step.

Chipset vendors of 3GPP cellular modems properly follow the standards for normal op-

eration. For Example UEs are not supposed to try attaching to or broadcast over the given

Service Provider’s radio network after the reception of the ”Detach request, reattach not

required” command. Unfortunately in real life, a lot of low-cost 3GPP modems are unstable;

hence IoT endpoint developers and vendors are forcing themselves to implement workarounds

in order to increase stability even during their normal operation period.

It is common for the IoT endpoint logic to frequently check the status of the (internal)

connection with the cellular modem. Furthermore, it is also common for it to check the

accessibility of the correspondent ”Service Platform server”. In case the connection cannot

be established with the ”Service Platform server” for either internal or external reasons, the

”IoT endpoint” tries to solve the problem. It is very common that it sets its transmission

power to maximum as part of this correctional cycle.

The widely adopted self-correction method for a malfunctioned modem is to power itself

off completely and reboot. As the 3GPP modem software is adapted based on the standard

[19], after receiving the Network initiated GPRS detachment procedure message, the modem

shall set the update status according to the message. These messages could indicate to delete

the TMSI (Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity), LAI (Location Area Identification) or

the ciphering key sequence number. The new GMM (GPRS Mobility Management) state is

GMM-DEREGISTERED. The SIM shall be considered as invalid for GPRS services until

switching off or the SIM is removed.” After the complete reset cycle, the modem loses its

memory content, including buffered messages, and the banning settings. After booting, it
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tries to attach to the network, which can cause the described unnecessary usage of radio-

and EPC resources.

In case the problem is outside the modem itself, and either one of the SGi connection,

the IMSI, or the IMEI identifiers are banned at the network, this logic is not handled as an

exception. The ”IoT endpoint” commands the modem to reboot, Attach and Detach until

the connection establishes. It is clear that under some circumstances these can end up in

an infinite loop – even with complete power cycles. Some devices increase the wait time

between reboot cycles after few periods, others do not. These devices are also considered as

zombies, since they are forced into a disconnect state from time-to-time, but they re-appear

as immortals.

3.3.4 Detecting zombie devices at the S1-AP interface

Until the number of zombie devices is kept low, their constant pressure can be handled by

the LTE network. In order to detect them and measure the traffic volume generated by

them, the disconnection messages have to be analyzed. The IMSI-related, banning-type of

disconnections are originated from the HSS (visible at the S6a interface), while the IMEI-

related disconnections are originated from the Equipment Identity Register (EIR) (visible

at the S13 interface). Nevertheless, there are many other reasons for the user not being

allowed to attach, including protocol or network errors. There are further cases, when the

MME remembers that the UE was banned and denies any further communication. The

proportion of the abandoned devices in the following years will be far higher than for those

in the currently existing networks – due to the IoT boom. This is expected in the Industrial

domain as well. In order to keep 5G networks reliable, it is wise to learn from the operating

experiences of the 2G, 3G- and 4G-connected M2M devices. These cases can be captured

over the S1-AP interface [28], where all these messages travel through. To handle these UEs

in the cellular network it is necessary to group them based on their existing behaviour.

3.3.5 Passive measurement results of cellular signaling

After understating why user equipment can be abandoned in the network and defining what

kind of behavior we identify with a zombie device, the question arises: how many devices

are in an average cellular network environment. Section 2.2.1 presents how the cellular
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base stations are connected to the core devices. We have to search for periodic detach

requests initiated by the client or attach reject messages of the UE on the appropriate

interfaces. Periodic detach requests can be initiated when the UE is connected to the network

– the data service is established – but the UE does not access Packet Data Protocol (PDP)

resources. In this case, the device is trying to disconnect from and reconnect to the network,

assuming that it solves its communication problem. Periodic attach reject messages occur

when the device no longer has a subscription or the UE tries to use a service without access

to it. Therefore, the mobile network rejects your connection attempt. However, the device

attempts to connect again and again. We also have a good chance to detect these anomalies,

as they regularly use the same IMSI based on the installed SIM card.

Hunting for zombies in the cellular network

First of all, we identified exactly what kind of message could be the indicator of a zombie

device in the network. The possible number of messages is quite significant. The reasons

behind such messages sent by the EPC could be very diverse. 3GPP standards have well-

defined reason codes and categories for these messages based on the Access request type –

DTAP (Direct Transfer Application Part) –GMM or DTAP-ESM (Evolved Packet System

Session Management). We have collected all the detach and attach reject messages in over

the course of 1 hour on a live cellular network. Then, these messages were mapped with the

IMSI of the SIM cards. We monitored the periodicity during the examined period. In case

the same IMSI was rejected for the same reason more than three times, we identified this

IMSI as a zombie.

By pairing the DTAP-GMM and DTAP-ESM reason codes with the unique IMSI we show

in Figure 3.7 the number of individual customers and number of devices. Table 3.3 presents

the reason code of the most common zombie device messages. The figure shows the types

of different messages on the horizontal axis, while the vertical axis represents the number of

messages and number of subscribers on a logarithmic scale for this 1 hour period. There are

several interesting facts about the figure based on 3GPP standards. DTAP-GMM reason 2

shows that about 10 individual devices tried to connect to the network, which were unknown

to the network, but they tried about 3,500 times. The number of individual devices rejected

by the S13 interface is about 200, these regularly try to connect to the network again and

again, which can be inferred from DTAP-GMM reasons 2 and 3. The redundant signaling
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is shown by the connection to the data network, where 90,000 messages originated from

about 10,000 devices in 1 hour. These devices had to be rejected because they did not have

access to the mobile data network according to DTAM-GMM reason code 7. The highest,

however, is DTAM-ESM reason code 27, the incorrect Access Point Name (APN) setting on

the device. Of this type of message, 1.2 M was received in 1 hour from about 6000 different

UEs.

Figure 3.7: The number of messages and subscribers with given reject codes in a live cellular

network

The number of individual zombie devices based on the most relevant reason codes are

shown in Table 3.2 in an aggregated format. For saving the sensitive data of the operator we

show only the scales of the detected numbers. When comparing them to regular customers,

they make up 0.5% of all users in the cellular network, which is not high yet, but remarkable.
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Table 3.2: Number of detected zombie devices according to services

Access type Service under Zombie attack Number of zombie devices

DTAP-GMM GPRS services not allowed 10000

DTAP-GMM PLMN not allowed 10

DTAP-ESM unknown or missing APN 8000

DTAP-ESM User authentication failed 3000

DTAP-ESM Any other 5000

3.4 Conclusion

Section 3.1 introduced a generic IoT device life cycle model with three stages (Beginning,

Middle and End of Life), and within those, eight phases (from Plan and Design to Retire-

ment). Section 3.2 categorized the changes within the IoT device life cycle into ultrashort,

short, medium and long term change periods. We illustrated the model through a typical

device life cycle scenario: a real-life, cellular mobile networking example. In Section 3.3,

this example demonstrated the relations between the BoL, MoL and EoL stages, the change

duration, and the generic Connection, Data Transmission, Mobility, Disconnection routine

of a smartphone or IoT device.

The proportion of the abandoned devices in the following years will be far more significant

than in the currently existing networks – due to the IoT “boom”. However, the methods

provided in future standards and technologies must be carefully designed not to enable new

security abuses, such as the ability to shut down legitimate and correctly operating IoT

devices maliciously. Abandoned IoT devices pose various security threats. This chapter

presents solutions for detecting such zombie devices – with the network provider mindset.

Still, the industrial players – users of these technologies – should understand the threat that

abandoned IoT devices pose in their sites.

Since – by definition – abandoned devices are not taken care of, as many as possible should

be shut down. They should not occupy any radio or processing resources of the network or

any processing or storage resources of any service or application. The cases described in this

chapter clearly indicate that such problems continue to exist in networks – no matter if they

are using public or licensed frequency bands.

To help mitigate the corresponding threats, we have listed the identifiers for banning
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Table 3.3: Reject causes Reason codes of DTAP-GMM and DTAP-ESM

reason code Access type Meaning of the reason code

2 DTAP-GMM IMSI unknown in HLR

3 DTAP-GMM Illegal MS

6 DTAP-GMM Illegal ME

7 DTAP-GMM GPRS services not allowed

8 DTAP-GMM GPRS services and non-GPRS services not allowed

11 DTAP-GMM PLMN not allowed

12 DTAP-GMM Location area not allowed

13 DTAP-GMM Roaming not allowed in this location area

26 DTAP-ESM insufficient resources

27 DTAP-ESM unknown or missing APN

28 DTAP-ESM unknown PDN type

29 DTAP-ESM User authentication failed

30 DTAP-ESM request reject by SGW or PGW

33 DTAP-ESM requested service oprion not subscribed

36 DTAP-ESM regular deactivation

39 DTAP-ESM reactivation requested

54 DTAP-ESM PDN connection Does not exist

zombie devices. Nevertheless, ISM band-based network operators and Personal Local Area

Networks cannot usually prevent endpoints from attaching and wasting radio resources – on

the other hand, 3GPP mobile networks have all the ability to ban endpoints. At first, the

operational status of the endpoint has to be determined. This can be done by monitoring the

S1-AP interface and analyzing Attach-Detach cycles and reasons, together with monitoring

the S6a and the S13 interfaces for IMSI-related and IMEI-related banning, respectively.

Analysis of the communication on these interfaces reveals whether the endpoint shows zombie

behavior or not.
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Chapter 4

Signaling and data traffic analysis of 5G

use-cases

Along with the rapid development of mobile networks, devices and use-cases, the need for

data, in general, is also rising. In 2015 the average [4] data need on a 2G and 3G [56]

network was around 1 GigaByte (GB) per month per subscriber. In contrast, in 2022 on

4G [57] and 5G [58] networks, this is expected to be approximately 8 GB per month per

subscriber. This significant difference does not mean that users utilize the same applications

more often, but that the general user needs to reshape during the years. The higher data

volume results in interactive applications – where users require a faster response – getting

more popular. It is in the best interest of Service Providers (SPs) to know their users’

behavior and main characteristics and not merely gain general knowledge: this should result

in creating more reliable networks that provide a better user experience than earlier. SPs

compete with each other year-by-year to get the best rating from independent organizations,

which are benchmarking network performance and user experience [59]. The related complex

measurement methods are also evolving. Nowadays, technical parameters inside networks

are considered with decreasing weight, where user experience is more favorable as the key

factor.

Network and service design and optimization ideally require usage pattern insights. It

is clear that a massive file-download (FTP/torrent) requires different network resource dis-

tribution – we can call it network architecture – than an IP based voice call or text-based

communication via an Over-the-top (OTT) application. In the upcoming network genera-
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tions, the different user requirements could be served with prompt and dedicated responses

by the cellular networks, while the architecture and standards shall be suitable to fulfill these

requirements, as well.

When it comes to key performance indicators and measurement metrics, in the beginning,

”Erlang” was the metric reflecting the wired, circuit-switched (voice) networks’ transmission

capability. This actually means how many parallel calls can be handled by a certain con-

nection, transmission technology, or media. In data networks, latency and throughput are

similarly important measurement parameters, which are typically given in ’ms’ and ’Mbps’.

However, in 5G networks, data transmission needs are expected to be more diverse [60].

To measure the main characteristics of new 5G technology based use-cases – such as Mas-

sive Broadband (MBB) or called also as enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Massive IoT

(MIoT) and Critical IoT (CIoT) –, new metrics will be needed. The first practical step

of defining these new metrics is to examine current, pre-5G use-cases properly. For SPs,

the further crucial question is to serve the hunger for more devices and more data. There-

fore network development directions shall be well aimed. However, our assumption is that

the key characteristics of signaling traffic and data volume on mobile networks will not be

changed significantly in the next 2-4 years, especially before the worldwide rollout of 5G

Non-Standalone (NSA) architectures. This chapter is based on the results of [61], [62], [21]

and [63].

4.1 Analyzing user-traffic groups

In order to properly design cellular data network services [28] and to dimension the required

size of a serving system, it is necessary to know the possible use-cases and to define their

most relevant parameters [64]. These parameters can be the required average or peak data

throughput, or the latency of data transmissions, whereas other types can be based on

higher-level requirements related to more complex applications.

It is almost impossible to grasp these needs on the individual level fully, but the analysis

can be very effective with a group of users. The SP’s main interest has always been to serve

the interactive and real time services first and the less critical ones in the background. As

OTT services became more popular and competition arose, eventually, they began to use

ports for non-critical applications that should have higher priority, such as OTT providers’
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image transfer on the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) port. However, there are cases

where best-effort traffic is treated as critical. Typical examples are sending bank ID numbers

with Short Message Service (SMS) or voice over IP traffic. Furthermore, there are a lot of

different possibilities for how to measure user groups, but it can be based on Deep Packet

Inspection (DPI), where even the application of the group is measured individually. The

methodologies are discussed in the following subsections. The different types of analysis

methods are summarized in Table 4.1 based on our experience, where we show the basis of

recognition, with examples about the limitations of the used engineering best practice or

method.

The highlighted methods are mostly engineering best practices, as the data analyzed in

this work is highly reliant on practical data gathering capabilities and available equipment in

live network operators’ and SPs’ environments. For a further, more comprehensive overview

of generic traffic identification and characterization methods, targeted survey papers are

available [65].

4.1.1 Volumetric analysis

It refers to measuring the volume of transmitted and received data related to specific user-

groups for a particular period with arbitrary resolution [66]. The transmitted data can be

measured at the EPC or at the connected IP routers of the user-groups. Subscribers’ data

streams can be measured at different EPC elements; the SGW and PGW are such elements.

This data measurement’s primary goal is to generate data about customers charged based on

their data usage. This data format is the so-called Charging Data Record (CDR) generated

by the PGW and transmitted to other systems via the EPC’s ’Ga’ interface [67]. The

monitoring of these CDRs gives us information about subscribers’ traffic usage and helps

aggregate a group of these subscribers.

4.1.2 Categorization based on standardized ports

Some application servers work with fixed ports that are specified by international standard-

ization organizations such as Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) [68]. Based on

the standardized recommendations, the different applications’ traffic can be easily separated.

For example, port 80 for HTTP, port 443 for HTTPS, port 21 for FTP, or ports 6346-6347
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for the extremely popular peer to peer (P2P) applications.

On the other hand, the latest applications mostly do not have dedicated ports. Thanks

to the rapid development of applications, port allocation organizations can not always or

can not fully track these changes. Application developers have a choice of what ports they

want to use for their application; they can decide freely to use the 80 and 443 ports for a

P2P application or starting HTTP services on port 21. In current cases, applications use

unpublished protocols with port allocations used for a different purpose than the standard

defines them. Port-based traffic content recognition offers just a general picture of actual

content categories; moreover, this approach can be misleading in some cases due to the

reasons mentioned above. In the case of private networks, port-based analysis is much

more effective where there is a well-defined network policy, the number of endpoints is

manageable, and the operator and the users have mostly the same interests. In contrast,

public internet or large enterprise networks do not meet these conditions. In the current

networking environment where private APNs’ traffic is analyzed, port-based categorization

adds real value on top of volumetric analysis.

4.1.3 Content-based analysis

In case the traffic is not encrypted, the transmitted traffic content can be identified based

on its content. When most traffic was using the generic HTTP port Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP) 80, the HTTP field could reveal the file name, and hence its extension type

[69]. There are two significant problems with this method, though. One is that most traffic

is now encrypted even at TCP port 80, and the second is that extension names are arbitrary

and subject to deliberate camouflaging.

4.1.4 Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)

Since both the port-based recognition and HTTP header-based file classification are am-

biguous, the analysis must go "deeper" – unique fields of higher-level protocol fields can be

searched with DPI [70] techniques. An example of this method recognizes HTTP SYN and

SYN_ACK messages or FTP port commands. With the knowledge of using the most popu-

lar protocols, traffic can be examined not only based on ports but based more on examining

packet headers or a few bytes of the traffic content. This way, applications can be recog-
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nized even if they operate on different ports. The rapid change of application-specifics often

makes it very hard to follow with manual DPI-parameter reconfiguration. With the help

of machine learning, efficiency can be increased [71]. With machine learning methods, the

identification of the already known application marks can be improved by using standards.

Beside that, adaptive algorithms can be used to identify application types in network traffic.

Still, application-level encryption makes DPI unusable as well.

4.1.5 Packet-level statistical analysis

Since end-to-end data transmission is encrypted in most cases, content identification is get-

ting challenging. Above the networking (generally: IP) layer, all packet content almost

looks like randomly filled bits; therefore, most DPI based analysis is not an option. The only

available and reliable information remains the source and destination IP addresses, packet

length, packet-related time-stamps, and some lower-level behavior patterns of the transmit-

ted data. Statistical analysis of these data-series can still reveal essential traffic features

and often enables characterization (e.g., on the flow-level: elephant and mouse, dragonfly

and tortoise, cheetah and porcupine)[65]. Naturally, these data-sets can be the subject of

machine learning methods to increase the precision and efficiency of the analysis.

Table 4.1: Type of user behavioural analysis

Type Basics of recognition What to recognize Unknown and bad recognition

Data only IP packet data only the size of transmitted data no details about traffic type

Port based standards of IANA
HTTP(S), FTP, Telnet,

ssh, some p2p
not standardized protocol usage

File extension

type

file/video/program name

open database

exe, bat, jpg, txt

stream, javascript, json
if URL does not contain exten-

sion

DPI
standardized applications

on non standard ports

HTTP(S), FTP, Telnet,

ssh, some p2p

when the application is

not standardized

Packet-level

statistical analysis
behaviour analysis applications inside encrypted traf-

fic

in case of changing applications

With the help

of OTT

IP address, port,

protocol IDs
OTTs sharing protocols with SP OTTs not sharing protocol type
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4.1.6 Recognition with help of OTT knowledge

The OTT applications are explicitly handled by SPs, which can give extra opportunities for

behavioral analysis. From all recognition methods, this is the most accurate one, where the

OTT application developer gives the exact details and parameters for the application to the

SP. This could be a simple IP-based recognition where the destination IP address and the

port pool of the servers will define the application traffic. Naturally, these can not be fully

open for P2P connections or when the application should be controlled within some kind of

data center group. In other cases, the OTT developers share the exact protocol description

with the SP. The provider can then detect the presence of the OTT application precisely,

without knowing the IP pool of servers or ports [72]. The advantage of this method is to

detect even P2P traffic between subscribers. However, it is necessary to frequently exchange

information between the SP and OTT, and also, the legal contracts with national regulation

shall support this, as well.

4.2 Identified use-cases

Alongside with the existing smartphones and tablet computers, the emerging IoT end-devices

will also make up a high portion of subscriptions for the next generation networks. Beside

keeping the new QoS guarantees, it is the signaling complexity, rather than the consumed

per-device data rate that will arise as a new kind of technical challenge for the operators.

While most current smartphone owners are human customers using their devices at least

once a day, a significant amount of IoT devices are going to be owned by companies. They

pay less attention and human effort to these devices, and these will be possibly operated

partly by machines (e.g. operations and management scripts) requiring various services from

service providers. In order to define services properly, there is a need for well-understood

use-cases, business models and the understanding of current and emerging demands.

When it comes to IoT operation with 5G support, the majority of the requirements

comes from the network operators themselves. Although LTE and its services cover the

actual subscriber needs well, they need time to adapt to upcoming trends. The currently

visible use-cases can be divided up into three main categories: eMBB, MIoT and CIoT. The

early 5G whitepapers (such as [73]) defined the requirements for these categories, and raised

awareness of those issues that cannot be covered effectively with the LTE (core and radio)
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architecture. More questions emerged if we were to define the signaling traffic patterns for

the use-case categories. Table 4.2 provides an introductory comparison on these use-cases

(i.e., eMBB, MIoT, CIoT) through their main characteristics. Note that this table is meant

to help comprehension, and not a standard in any means.

Table 4.2: Use-cases and their corresponding, important parameters (Scale-importance: tol-

erant/low: 1, normal/medium: 3, major/high: 5)

Use-case eMBB MIoT CIoT

High bandwidth 5 1 1

Low latency 4 1 5

High reliability 4 1 5

Low jitter 3 1 5

Cell handover 5 1 4

Transmit power control 5 1 5

High security 4 1 5

High availability 3 3 4

High number of devices 2 5 2

LAN-WAN connection 5 1 1

4.2.1 Enhanced Mobile Broadband as Massive Broadband - eMBB

Out of these three use-cases, "Massive Broadband" is currently on the existing cellular

networks the most widely spread – subscribers are humans. The main requirement is to

serve the user with as high data rate as possible, while keeping the latency and end-to-end

response time low as shown in Figure 4.2. As a result, in busy hours, with peak data rate,

there are merely thousands of devices that can be served per square km – and not millions.

These are typically smartphones and USB connected UE, as well as powered modems where

the subscriber moves between cells (Cell handover) and sometimes between cellular networks

(roaming). Significant handover management may be required here, in order to find the well

defined radio resources that are able to serve Transmit power control for the end-device.
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4.2.2 Massive Internet of Things - MIoT

Recently many service providers announced LPWAN solutions going live or under friendly

user tests through LoRA [74], Sigfox [75] and Narrowband Internet of things (NB-IoT) [76]

technologies. The standardized and well defined LPWAN from 3GPP is the 4G-based NB-

IoT and Cat-M1 [77]. These are 3GPP Release 13 based access technologies that can support

the planned 100k subscriber per square km, with a planned aggregated throughput of around

250 kbps in each cell. This planned data consumption per subscriber shall be below 5 MB per

month. For these access technologies merely a few connection-specific parameters will change

significantly. The latency can be very high, so applications shall be designed to tolerate 30

seconds of packet delivery delay. High packet loss ratio and jitter should be also tolerated.

It is a usual scenario that devices sleep for a long-period, and after awaking, merely a small

data chunk is sent – causing the signalling and data traffic amount to be similar in volume.

NB-IoT was planned for fixed sensors, forwarding small amount of data (i.e., counters),

so the standard does not support handover. In case of fixed deployed devices, Telemetry

and Process Control (TPC) is not yet a wide-spread function. Currently there are only a

few 3GPP R13 based subscriptions installed - hence in case we would like to investigate and

know the characteristics of similar activities and services, we shall check the current network

such as connected alarm devices and car telemetry.

4.2.3 Critical Internet of Things - CIoT

The Critical IoT scenario can be understood based on some key requirements: end-to-end

connectivity with guaranteed throughput data bit rate, or timing constraints (defined also

as end-to-end round trip time and jitter), or guaranteed low ratio of packet loss, among

others. Another dimensioning requirement can be the fundamental end-to-end security, and

the choice of shortest path for servicing over the network.

Currently the widespread use-cases are cash machines (ATM) and emergency signalling

for homes or for the elderly. Both of them can be installed as mobile, or at a fixed location.

The main requirements here are low latency and zero packet loss, aside from the relatively

low bandwidth. For low latency and security, one of the simplest solutions is to offer the

shortest path for the UE data packet to its destination. In cases when the connected device

is in a customer premise, and the destination is also at the customer premise, there is no
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need to route the data to the server centre (core network) of the service provider and then

send it back. In some other cases the alarm signal has to reach the closest emergency station.

To fulfill these needs, end-to-end resource allocation and secured shortest path connections

are the minimal requirements.

4.3 User groups for the use-cases

Currently most cellular networks’ benchmarks are based on voice services and peak data

traffic throughput [78]. This approach is reasonable, since it does not matter which inner

elements of the network are processing and routing which users’ data. The main point is to

accomplish the transmission uniformly for every user, and to transport data as fast as the

serving network elements can [79]. The three main use-cases of 5G networks (eMBB, MIoT

and CIoT) [80] [81] [82] need more distinct radio and core network resources.

To address the challenges of elastic servicing and slicing-based QoS guarantees, existing

user traffic in 4G networks shall be separated by the distinct service needs, which can be

mapped to specific user-group descriptions. In our previous Section 4.2, we have classified

users based on their service requirements into three categories. These categories already exist

on 4G networks, as some kind of forerunner of future 5G use-cases. Massive Broadband –

or as many 5G papers refer to it, eMBB – is where the users’ main interest is high up- and

downlink speed. The second one is the massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC)

scenario, where lots of IoT devices would like to connect and transmit at the same time.

Finally, Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communication (URLLC) is where the mobile network

should perform under strict requirements. The approach of microservices offers flexible

servicing in a well-scalable way to cover user needs. Network slicing [83] on the other hand

promises means to reach end-to-end service guarantees for these separated services.

There are various methods to distinguish and separate end-user service types. With the

help of APNs – which can be considered a logically separated set of users – we examined

well-defined user groups without their individual user identification. Besides, the Dedicated

Core Networks Selection (DECOR) mechanism provides the ability to have a dedicated

core network within one Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN)-ID for a different type of

Subscribers/End Devices [84]. On the other hand, it is possible to separate services per PGW

perspective via APNs, but not through the MME/SGW perspective, since their selection
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relies on the geographical distribution of the network. DECOR will provide the capability

to have a dedicated MME/SGW per UE type. The presented APNs are described through

10 different features in Figure 4.1. Although the borders of the three APNs can not be

drawn exactly, the distinguishing features shown in Figure 4.1 are more than enough for our

examination. Nevertheless, strictly speaking, these forecast 5G use-cases are not existing in

current 4G networks; there are only groups with similar purpose that can be found. Parts of

the following brief description of APN scenarios are from our previous work [22]. The point

here is that these APNs represent three distinct service-types (and the respective needs), as

follows.

Figure 4.1: Mapping 5G Use-case characteristics to APN traffic scenarios (marking some

distinguishing features in this diagram) [22]

M2M communication

APN “A1 and A2” serves mainly Machine to Machine type communication. These are the

forerunners of critical or massive IoT type use-cases. There are lot of subscriptions, with

very-low-cost devices. The main business-case for the owners of such APNs are companies

working with sensors of public services, or alarm devices of houses and cars. The UEs send

keep-alive messages regularly, asking for status updates in planned intervals to one or more

central servers.
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More subscribers behind cellular routers

APN “B” is a network segment connected by cellular routers [85]. Companies or individuals

using these subscriptions to utilize one connection to the SP and then via network address

translation (NAT) connect more local users via cable or WiFi. Main use-cases include surfing

(web), communicating (e.g., Facebook, Skype) or watching online videos (e.g., Youtube).

The owners of these subscriptions can use IP data tunneling between end subscriptions and

centralized servers. Here the data consumers are mainly humans, but the operator of the

devices connecting to a cellular network can be a company, not allowing the unnecessary

reboot cycles.

Smartphones

APN “C” is utilized by average cellular mobile subscribers: mainly smartphones, USB sticks

used by humans. These customers are also called mass-market.

Critical services

In current Cellular network services, Service Providers can not give guaranteed services, so

the CIoT subscribers can not be matched to any APNs.

4.4 Analysis and modeling of current mobile network traffic

4.4.1 Live network measurements

Regarding network design, the packet arrival rate and the size of data packets by a user or

group of users have exceptional significance. In the Open Systems Interconnection Reference

Model (OSI) L2 and L3 network layers, switches and routers are responsible for processing

packet headers and deciding which direction to forward them. Received packets have to be

saved in memory then forwarded to the chosen outgoing interface. This requires different

sized buffers and transport tables. An L2 or L3 transmission device will react differently

and transmit data packets at different speeds depending on their size. This chapter does not

cover the internal packet transfer properties of routers and switches, which are considered

as Device or Network Under Test (DoNUT) and defined as a black box. By examining
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the inputs and outputs, conclusions can be drawn about the operation of the network and

network elements [86].

One of the important features of IP-based networks is that they can dynamically handle

the traffic and traffic-directions. This flexibility and scalability also means that by analyzing

traffic at a node, we can make estimations about the whole network traffic. From our analytic

point of view, this is a disadvantage, since I would like to examine and draw conclusions

separately for each upcoming use-case of 5G. To gather such accurate information, we have

contacted one of the largest Internet providers in Hungary. The measurements were carried

out within this Service Provider’s network. Measurements took place during September and

October, 2019. Analyzing live network measurements is the best method to predict future

traffic, even for cellular networks. By examining the current SP’s network, several conclusions

can be presented regarding the live network traffic patterns, and general estimations can be

made about the upcoming 5G traffic.

4.4.2 Identifying application types based on traffic flows

The distributions of packet size and packet interarrival-time are essential parameters for the

live network. Network operators aim to meet customer needs as quickly, efficiently, and

properly as possible. In the previous section, we have shown that different usage demands

require different packet size distributions and, thus, service requirements. However, the

user experience, whether human or machine, is not necessarily the same as the packet size

distribution.

If we are looking for a higher-level interpretation of customer experience, it makes sense

to examine the network-side reactions to different kinds of user activities. For example, when

a user opens a website, the time between sending the request and the arrival of the response,

all of its related packages define a flow [87], which has a related user experience. Flows can

be used to track the activity of a user or group of users. From another aspect, a flow can be

a mixture of various traffic types (such as HTTP and/or FTP samples) traversed between

the same IP source/destination addresses and ports. This was already detailed in Section

4.1.

In a Service Provider’s DPI system, it is typically easy to separate anonymized user groups

based on different kinds of flows. Flows can be characterized by two parameters: the sum

of transmitted data, and the total number of packets, where you can see how many packets
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have been handled by that flow. Of course, we can separate them to up- and downlink traffic

as well.

The purpose of this section is to provide models for the expected traffic types of future

5G use-cases through the identification of the essential properties of these traffic-types. The

analysis takes place on a pre-5G network where the generated traffic approximates the traffic

patterns of the identified application types. In order to draw the right conclusions and to

make any predictions about the behavior of 5G applications, it is necessary to know the

current mobile traffic trends. To determine what features eMBB, MIoT or CIoT will have,

we need to know what trends are driving the current mobile networks.

In the previous Section 4.1 we classified users based on their content nature into three

categories. These categories – eMBB, MIoT and CIoT – already exist on 4G networks, as

some kind of forerunner of future 5G use-cases.

We monitored the traffic of a Hungarian SP, and its various APNs traffic. There are cer-

tain traffic types that the operator aims to gather at given APNs. The traffic we analyzed

was monitored in flow separation, each flow representing a user or user group experience.

The APNs themselves are nationwide, so the random 100 000 samples are sufficiently repre-

sentative, not too distorted by the habits of particular user groups. The report includes the

number of packets for each flow and the total number of bytes per flow for up- and downlink

on each APN.

For each APN, we plotted the size of the flows as a function of packet numbers. This

method can be used to identify the traffic type that a given APN typically serves and the

characteristic features that can be observed in traffic patterns. Also, we had prior knowledge

about the type of traffic on each APN. For privacy reasons, we do not label each APN with

their real name; what they are called or the service provider they belong to is not relevant

to the contents of this analysis.

4.4.3 Traffic groups of the users

Still, it is clear that end-user behaviour does not only affect the signalling part of a network.

Currently, mobile networks could become loaded most likely due to the high volume of users’

data. Data traffic measurements almost never examine users separately, not even in groups

– which was right for this point –, but in 5G there are cases, when examining user traffic

guarantees is a necessity: think of slicing.
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The analysis of user data transmission and the categorization of users is quite a challenge.

Necessarily, there are highly detailed measurements and even protocol layer examination shall

be required.

Users’ behaviour is mostly measured on time segments, meaning how many and what type

of signal or data transmission are generated during a period of time. Similarly, it can be

determined how many and which kind of ports have been used. The mixture of the above-

mentioned application identification methods should be applied for a highly-performing,

reasonably accurate solution.

4.5 Results of the measurements - the footprint of the use-cases

in the data plane

Cellular networks are planned to serve the subscribers data transmission needs [78]. There-

fore the most important parameter to know on a daily or monthly basis, is the required

transmission of data. Our measurements took place on four APNs in few randomly chosen

days, monitoring the SGi interface as shown in Figure 2.1 based on the reference model from

[20] of the PGW, where the pure IP traffic of different APNs can be observed.

All traffic graphs from 4.2 to 4.5 show one day of traffic, where the time line resolution

is 5 minutes. Table 4.3 shows the aggregated results of the different user groups [88] as Peak

To Mean Ratio (PMR) [89], Squared Coefficient of Variation (SCV) [90], skewness [91] and

the average data throughput on the user level. One of the main differences can be seen at the

PMR values, where the IoT based user groups show significantly higher loads than the other

groups, where the users are probably humans. It is worth to mention that APNs which are

probably used by humans, have negative skewness, however, APNs used by machines such

as A1 and A2, have positive skewness. Beside the main statistical data, we presented the

user number, up- and downlink average traffic as well, on Figures 4.2 – 4.5. Our diagrams

provide some explanation regarding when and why some significant diversion is experienced

between the different applications’ traffic.

In Figure 4.2, the number of connected users is shown with straight line, labelled as "nr

session curr". The number of connected users is almost constant for the whole period of the

examined time; it was around 33200. However, transmitted traffic had notable bursts: there
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Table 4.3: Basic comparison of the APN data traffic characteristics footprint (Download to

UE/upload from UE)

APN "A1" "A2" "B" "C"

PMR 24.2/2.85 2.24/1.76 1.44/2.02 1.56/1.62

SCV
2.93/

0.0487

0.00618/

0.00266
0.226/0.321 0.179/0.219

Skewness 10.7/5.34 13.7/11.6 -1.02/-0.555 -0.727/-0.556

Average user

throughput [kbps]

3.28e-4/

2.76e-4

0.00257/

0.00334
98.4/14.4 15.7/1.35

are 3 high peaks on the uplink and downlink traffic. The aggregated group level average

transmission speed is around 9-10 kbps with 100-260 kbps during the high peaks. These

high traffic time periods will result in very high PMR values, up to 24.

Figure 4.2: Number of sessions and data transmission of APN "A1" [62]

Regarding IoT traffic we chose one more user group, the APN "A2", and found similar

characteristics. Measurement results are shown in Figure 4.3. The number of subscribers

during the measurement was almost constant at around 7300. User group A1 and A2 show

different transmission rate characteristics. APN "A1" had more than one traffic peak, and

between the peaks the data rate was very low. At APN "A2", there is only one high data

throughput peak and then the traffic is almost constant. The reason for this phenomenon

could probably be that the connecting IoT devices synchronize to the central server, besides

that, only keep-alive messages are sent by these subscribers with a random distribution. The
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value of the PMR in the case of APN "A2" is only 2, which requires significantly more steady

traffic handling service from the network.

Figure 4.3: Number of sessions and data transmission of APN "A2" [62]

Figure 4.4: Number of sessions and data transmission of APN "B" [62]

Figure 4.4 presents the number of subscribers and average data throughput of user group

"B" during one day with a 5 minute resolution. The number of connected subscribers was

quite constant – around 680 –, while the average throughput changed dynamically during

the day. From 21:00 in the evening to 5:00 in the morning the traffic is relatively low, but

outside this time frame we can see a big amount of traffic. It is an interesting idea that the

traffic may have some upper limit. The PMR ratio here is very low, the traffic is balanced,

probably it is shaped in busy-hours.

APN "C" marks the general users who generate traffic with smartphones or USB sticks.
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In Figure 4.5 the number of corresponding users is also constant during the measurement

period, but the curve describing their data transmission has a well known shape [92]. The

PMR value is relatively low, there are no rapid high peaks or drastically high transmission

values. Another notable feature is the average transmitted data per subscriber, which is not

the highest from the APN "C". On APN "B" there are probably multiple actual active users

behind one subscription, so they generate more data.

Figure 4.5: Number of sessions and data transmission of APN "C" [62]

Our initial assumption has been confirmed during this analysis: it is important to iden-

tify when and how intensively the users transmit data are, not just the magnitude of that

transmission.

MIoT and CIoT as M2M communication

APN "A1 and A2" serve mainly Machine to Machine type communication, as forerunners

of MIoT and CIoT type use-cases. There subscriptions are mainly very-low-cost devices.

The main business-case of such subscriptions are companies working with sensors of public

services, where the UE sends keep-alive messages regularly in a planned interval to one or

more central servers.
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Figure 4.6: Downlink (red) and uplink (blue) traffic flow distribution of APN "A1" [21]

The APN "A1" traffic flows of downlink and uplink are shown in Figure 4.6, while APN

"A2" in Figure 4.7. In these figures, a few "vertical lines" can be seen, which represent

specific events with a well-defined number of packets. This indicates that these APNs serve

mainly M2M traffic. In the case of M2M applications, there are strictly defined transmission

strategies, where the size and the number of packets sent by end-devices are pre-determined.

eMBB as more subscribers behind cellular routers

APN "B" is a network segment connected by cellular routers presented in Subsection 4.3.

Figure 4.8 shows the flow distribution of the APN "B" traffic. Compared to Figures about

APN "A", APN "B" presents significant differences, as the traffic flow distribution highly

different, representing the typical traffic of eMBB customers. The more type of use-cases

and more types of human customers are using these APNs, the more type of traffic flows can

be seen. These use-cases can be surfing(web), OTT communications, or online videos.

eMBB as smartphone

APN “C” is utilized by average cellular mobile subscribers: mainly smartphones, and USB

sticks used by humans. These customers are also called mass-market at the SPs, who are

selling these for anyone entering a customer representative shop. Based on the uplink and
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Figure 4.7: Downlink (red) and uplink (blue) traffic flow distribution of APN "A2" [21]

downlink traffic of the APNs in Figure 4.9 it can be seen that the flow sizes and the value

of packet numbers are much more varied. It is clear that discrete lines are formed at certain

packet numbers, each line is representing a specific event. The varied flow of traffic indicates

that the APN "C" is serving regular mobile users; thus, it is perfectly capable of simulating

eMBB traffic.

4.5.1 Identifying application types based on application traffic packet size

To determine the different application traffic, we analyzed the measured traffic of the APNs

on two different kinds of histograms. Firstly, we examined the distribution of packet sizes of

the flows (from Figure 4.10 to 4.12). Secondly, we plotted the number of packets that each

flow consists of (Table 4.4 and 4.5). We have created both types of histograms in separate up-

and downlink directions. These histograms approximate the density function of the packet

numbers and packet sizes of the flows for each APN. Furthermore, they help to define the

key parameters related to the traffic of the discussed application-types for the simulations.

Once we have identified these parameters, the background traffic, and the application traffic

types can be simulated.

APN "A1", APN "A2" and APN "B" can be used to model MIoT traffic. It can be

observed that for APN "A1" and APN "A2", the packet size distribution as shown in Table

4.4 can be derived from a single value (50 byte packets – Figures 4.10 and 4.11) with a
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Figure 4.8: Downlink (red) and uplink (blue) traffic flow distribution of APN "B" [21]

good approximation. APN "B" is a bit different from this pattern (Figure 4.13); there is a

significant number of 100 byte packets besides the 50 byte packets. For APN "A2" and APN

"B" the number of packets that create flow is between 0 and 5, as shown in Figure 4.11 and

4.13. APN "A1" traffic is slightly different here, while the 5-packet flows are dominating the

other two APNs’ – APN "A2" and APN "B" – traffic, here the 10 and 40 packet flows are

also significant.

APN "C" traffic is used to model eMBB traffic (Figure 4.12). We can see that traffic on

this APN cannot be modeled as easily as traffic on APN "A1", "A2" and "B" (altogether: on

MIoT). Here, the packet sizes that create the traffic are varied, unlike in the case of MIoT.

There are fewer flows where the large packets are dominant, but this is not necessarily true

in every scenario. For instance, Figure 4.13 shows an exception, where there is a peak at

350 bytes, which typically refers to uplink IoT traffic. Flows with the usual shorter packets

are more often seen in IoT traffic, but broadband traffic presents packets even larger than

1400 bytes. For simpler modeling, we have identified the essential values of the packet size

distribution and defined the modes (150, 375, 600, 1400 byte). Based on these values, we have

developed a traffic modeling function that seems to model the live network traffic according

to my measurements accurately. However, it should be noted that this method may not

always give an accurate approximation of live network traffic.

Note, that unfortunately, there are no real live representations of the CIoT traffic yet,
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Figure 4.9: Downlink (red) and uplink (blue) traffic flow distribution of APN "C" [21]

as its significant benefits such as sub-ms latency and 5-nines (99.999%) network availability

can not be guaranteed with current mobile networks. Therefore, CIoT traffic is not to be

included in our measurements. However, latency can still be measured, which is one of the

essential requirements for these applications.

4.5.2 Service usage characteristics

Simple statistical methods and diagrams about the data transmission on APNs can be valu-

able and clarify some issues about data traffic characteristics. In order to understand the

users’ behaviour and model their APNs, we run server destination-port based traffic content

recognition with sampling. At first, 10 second samples, with 20 second pauses on every

user-group for one day period. With the help of netflow protocols, we make queries to which

port on the server was opened and closed and how many times during our measurement. For

example, one of the simplest scenarios is when a user generates DNS queries, therefore the

counter of 53 ports is generated by one user. Results of the measurement are depicted by

Figure 4.14, which has some unexpected results.

The measurement results have shown that not only the impact of different user charac-

teristics on the data transmission and signaling system is distinct, but also, unexpectedly,

mainly TCP/UDP ports are used. Taking these features into account, we can say that bring-
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Figure 4.10: Downlink (red) and uplink (blue) traffic packet size distribution of APN "A1"

[21]

ing these services closer to the customer – either physically or at service level – will result

in a better customer experience and better service. Figure 4.14 shows a special feature of

APN "A1", where the used ports on the server side are almost uniformly distributed. All of

the different ports handle nearly 12% of connections. This is probably a server-side solution

of sharing the load with different clients opening different ports. The APN "A2" has a dif-

ferent characteristics. It is clear that the clients are mainly using port UDP 5001, since the

rest of the ports are getting negligible requests. For APN "B", UDP ports 0, 67 and 44772

receive high traffic. Port 67 based on IANA standards is typically used for Dynamic Host

Configuration Protocol (DHCP) request, while port 0 is used for some other application, and

UDP port 44772 can be Voice Over IP (VoIP) service. For APN "C", port 53 both for TCP

and UDP opening and closing was one of the most common thing. This typically means a

DNS query. Since this is an open-to-use APN, this is understandable. The second, TCP

443, probably covers HTTPS queries.

We have to mention that the interpretation of these results is based on IANA’s public

port description and it can be misleading, however we are not quite interested in the exact

application nor the exact protocol type, rather in the characteristics of the traffic.
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Figure 4.11: Downlink (red) and uplink (blue) traffic packet size distribution of APN "A2"

[21]

4.6 Results of the measurements - the footprint of the use-cases

in the signaling plane

4.6.1 Identifying application types based on signaling traffic features

Analysis of signaling traffic is a common task at telecommunication operators [93] – and

some assumptions from user traffic characteristics can also be extracted from these. PMR is

one of the best-known parameters for the interarrival times, useful for the operator to scale

the system. In our case, we define the peak by two closest arrivals compared to the average

arrival of events per second. The squared coefficient of variation of the interarrival times is

defined as C2(X) =
Var(X)

E2(X)
where X is the interarrival time. Skewness is the third central

moment (after mean and variance), and shows the asymmetry of the probability distribution,

compared to an actual random variable. The three statistics, PMR, SCV, and Skewness, are

the basis for comparison of different traffic types. Our measurement results for the given 72

hours and for APN A, B and C are summarized in Table 4.6.

Intensity shows the number of arriving signaling packets correlating with time. Figure

4.15 shows the number of packets related to one second. This intensity view is very different

from the well known data transmission figures, because the graphs shown are signaling
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Figure 4.12: Downlink (red) and uplink (blue) traffic packet size distribution of APN "C"

[21]

traffic and not user data transport (which has trends shown in Figure 4.16). The differences

between the use-cases are quite visible. Use-case APN A, as a machine-type device, requires

very tight signaling traffic. The diagram shows a very clean change of the device’s behavior

from the signaling point of view around 10 000 seconds. This also means that there are two

different kinds of purposes these devices operate. On the other hand, the traffic of human

operators in APN C is much more random. When applied in vast numbers, this will cause

a more equalized signaling load, which is far better and more welcome on the server-side.

4.6.2 Packet count correlation for signaling traffic types

To avoid server over-dimensioning and to protect from burst traffic, vendors usually apply

queues on different links. This helps to decrease the bursts per server. However, if the burst

traffic gets repeated, the buffers will wobble continuously. To measure this undulation of

traffic, the self interval packet count correlation will serve well. Figure 4.17 shows the great

difference between the scenarios. Results for APN A show a huge self auto-correlation in the

lag range of 0 to 200. Results for APN B show a lot of periodicity: the network signaling

packet-count is relatively high among the users of this service. The APN C curve shows the

characteristics of typical, human-originated usage.
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Figure 4.13: Downlink (red) and uplink (blue) traffic packet size distribution of APN "B"

[21]

4.6.3 Analysis of signaling types in details

Between the UE and the network, there are two types of transmission flows, the data and

the signaling. The data connection between the UE and the network is responsible for

transmitting user data (goodput), where high bandwidth and a lot of packets are expected.

In contrast, the signaling is essential to characterize and manage the connection itself. From

the perspective of network control and stability, it is also crucial to characterize the signal

messages of the specific groups of UEs communication with the central elements of the mobile

network. In a similar fashion to data network analysis, we examined various messages on the

network by sampling one-day signaling traffic for each APN. The essence of the method was

to monitor the Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and MME interfaces of a live mobile

network provider to determine the proportion of incoming packets for the different APNs.

The signaling messages in the 3GPP networks define network states, services, and events.

From the Core side of the network, we can divide them into two main categories: connect-

ing to SGNS or to MME. GPRS Mobility Management (GMM) messages for 2G and 3G

connection handled by the SGSN are responsible for handover between BSCs and RNCs, au-

thentication, and selection of encryption algorithms [57]. For 4G signaling connection with

MME NAS and its protocols, Evolved Packet System (EPS) Mobility Management (EMM)
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Table 4.4: Flows packet size distribution on

different APNs

APN name Packet size Percentages

A1

50 byte 89.10%

75 byte 5.5%

100 byte 5.4%

A2
50 byte 84.62%

75 byte 15.38%

B

50 byte 44.99%

100 byte 40.45%

150 byte 9.23%

C

150 byte 69.56%

375 byte 13.03%

600 byte 10.8%

1400 byte 6.61%

Table 4.5: Flows packet number distribution

on different APNs

APN name Number of packets Percentages

A1 5 94.10%

A2

5 44.43%

20 24.75%

40 25.48%

B 5 92.58%

C

5 62.50%

10 14.19%

20 17.74%

Table 4.6: Basic statistical comparison of the APN characteristics

APN "A" "B" "C"

PMR 2859 4.85 121.8

SCV 137 1 4.73

Skewness 60 1.19 15.396

and EPS Session Management (ESM) are responsible. All abbreviations and processes are

well defined in the 3GPP standards. Among others, 3GPP TS 23.401 [20] defines the archi-

tecture of the EPC for an LTE access, 3GPP TS 24.301 [94] defines the protocol details of

the NAS. 3GPP TS 24.008 [95] defines mobility between 4G and 2G/3G.

Our measurement results in Figure 4.18 show the ratio of different APNs on a 2G-3G-4G

network. It can be seen that the vast majority of APN B was on 2G and 3G, while most

devices of APN C preferred the 4G network. Interestingly, devices on APN A1 and A2

mainly used the 2G and 3G networks. This is probably because the data requirements of

these 2 APN’s devices are minimal. The high ratio of 2G and 3G connection suggest that

the devices of APN A1 and B have the most extended life cycle [26], so 4G data transmission
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Figure 4.14: Used port number/usage ratio [%] on APNs "A1,A2,B,C" [62]

Figure 4.15: Signaling intensity for APN A (dash), APN B (line), APN C (dotted) [22]
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Figure 4.16: Data traffic of a Service Provider in one week [21]

Figure 4.17: Packet count correlation: APN A (dash), APN B (line), APN C (dotted) [22]

technology was not yet available at the time of installation.

Figure 4.19 and 4.20 presents the (GMM) traffic of APN A2, B, and C. APN A1 GMM

traffic was not included in this examination as all messages were contained the same authen-

tication type message. The most evident difference between the APNs is the high ratio of

Service Request (svrq) messages in the case of APN B and C. One possible explanation for

that is these devices are used more by humans and they move with the handheld devices

between radio cells or turn it on and off. APN A2 shows a very balanced ratio between dif-

ferent types of messages such as attach request, accept, complete authentication, ciphering
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request, and response. We can compare these ratios in our future study to check whether or

not all devices in APN are working correctly.

Brief but not too precise definitions of TAU and Routing Area Update (RAU) messages

are needed to understand the presented results in Figures 4.18 to 4.23. TAU messages must

be sent periodically by all devices connected to the mobile network. This parameter is

defined and forced by the MME / SGSN during the first connection to the cellular network

and updated with every TAU. The UE must send RAU messages if it enters a Routing Area

which is different from where the connection was initially established. UE must update its

Routing Area to be reachable in case of any message from the mobile network operator

(MNO). A key difference between the GMM traffic distribution of the different APNs is the

ratio of the Routing Area type messages. In the case of APN A2 and B, the ratio of Routing

Area messages (rarq, raac, ract) is less than 0.1%, while at APN C, more than 5%. As we

mentioned in Section 4.5.1, APN C users are general eMBB, smartphone users, where the

cell handovers and, therefore RAU messages are quite common. In contrast, devices of APN

A2 and B have fixed locations as they are mostly IoT, fixed wireless devices or routers, and

do not change cells and Routing Areas to initiate RAU messages. Furthermore, in the case

of APN C, the distribution of RAU messages for one-day can be seen in Figure 4.21. The

Figure helps to identify the human users’ biorhythm and busy-hours, as there are around

900 RA messages every 10 minutes at APN C from 8:00 until 18:00, while during the night,

it drops drastically.

Table 4.7 presents messages/user values for some essential message types and the number

of users for the examined APNs after monitoring their signaling messages of 24 hours. The

examined messages types are:

• Routing Area requests (rarq)

• Service requests (svrq)

• Attach requests (atrq) (both for EMM and GMM)

• Tracking Area Update requests (ta upd req)

• PDN connection requests (pdn conn req)

The definition of Routing Area and Tracking Area messages is already defined earlier;

the others are as follows based on the 3GPP standards [94]. Attach request is a message

sent by the Mobile Station (MS) to the network in order to perform a GPRS or combined
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Figure 4.18: Signaling traffic ratio of the different APNs [96]

GPRS attach. Meanwhile, a service request is sent by the MS to transfer to establish logical

association between the MS and the network. Finally, a Packet Data Network (PDN) con-

nection request indicates that the UE requested PDN connectivity. During this procedure, a

default EPS bearer setup is initiated from the UE to a PDN. The UE requests connectivity

to a PDN by sending a PDN connectivity request message to the network. If accepted by

the network, this procedure initiates the establishment of a default EPS bearer context.

Interestingly, the value of the RA request messages in APN B and APN C is almost equal

despite the fact that the RA request message ratio in the case of APN C is significantly

higher. The reason is the fact that there are many more users on APN C. If we compare the

Service request number per subscriber, we can see that APN A2 and C are similar; however,

B generates almost 40 times more svrq than the others. The comparison of network Attach

request is more relevant. The IoT devices in "A2" generate far fewer requests than the

others. A possible explanation for this might be that they do not turn their radios on and

off regularly. Also, we know the owners of these APNs. Therefore we had prior knowledge

about the devices and traffic of these APNs.
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Figure 4.19: 1 day GPRS Mobility Management signaling traffic ratio on APN "A2" and

"B" [96]

Figure 4.20: 1 day GPRS Mobility Management signaling traffic ratio on APN "C" [96]

4.6.4 Significance level of the statistical test

To determine significance, the tests were run multiple times on multiple APNs. When de-

termining the initial population, we took into account the possible data network sources.

The mobile network already has a segregated data source at some locations, i.e., machines

communicate in other directions to a large extent, and humans communicate in quasi-all di-

rections. The details of these preliminary measurements are not included in the dissertation.

During these preparations we have measured with whom and in which direction the selected

UEs communicate. The basic assumption was the following: the UE that communicates
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Figure 4.21: Routing Area messages for one-day on APN C [96]

Figure 4.22: 1 day EPS Session Management signaling traffic ratio of APN C [96]

with only one IP group is an M2M, and the UE is human who communicates with multiple

content groups.

Since the measurement results were more focused on M2M communication, we paid

explicit attention to the repeatability of the measurement results. The measurements were

reproducible, there were months of sampling and I show a small excerpt of that. The

investigated hypothesis for sampling was:

• M2M traffic type is not connected with workdays.

• We can not show significant difference between the investigated M2M APN types to all

M2M APNs, with Z-test. In common language this means that they can be considered
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Figure 4.23: 1 day EPS Mobility Management signaling traffic ratio of APN C [96]

Table 4.7: Basic comparison of the APN data traffic characteristics (Download to UE/upload

from UE)

APN "A2" "B" "C"

Number of users 35697 688 44062

Routing Area requests/user 0.00011 0.009 0.011

Service requests/user 0.285 4.672 0.119

Attach requests/user 0.00076 7.330 0.510

Tracking Area Update re-

quests/user

– – 0.034

PDN connection requests/user – – 1.022

similar.

• Assume that all investigated APN signaling and data traffic it has normal distribution.

A non-parametric �2 goodness of fit test is performed.

The significance level was thus tested at 0.01 for the daily value of data traffic per APN.

For the signalling network, however, this was not true precisely because of the random

outliers for tests performed on the same day. Since all statistical tests showed that such

spikes could be measurement errors, we investigated this issue from several measurement

directions, and found that the spikes were real random spikes of signaling storms. In the
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case of daily or weekly significance measurements, the bias is no longer palpable. For whole

days, the results are stationary, but remember again, for 1 hour the divergence is apparent.

Population matching tests were performed within APNs, between days and weekend/workday

comparisons, with significant agreement for IoT-type APNs. The tests were also performed

between APNs where it showed that the population did not match, neither for signaling nor

for data. Sampling period of the 4 main APN was for both data and signaling:

• The aggregation period for signaling was 1 second, and 5 minutes for data on sampling

from live network.

• Measurement intervals: N x 3 day continuous measurements, where N was more than

10. Measurements were spread at random months, lasted for more than 1 year for the

4 chosen APNs.

• Other live network related APNs were investigated for N x 3 days, with M x 5 minutes

randomly chosen intervals, where M was 42 to 64.

• Significant tests to compare the results were introduced within APN-s and all measure-

ment data, where the time interval for data transmission and signaling was reduced to

5 minutes averages.

• The daily and hourly hypothesis showed the difference between M2M and human APNs.

• The p value for the M2M hourly difference was typically above 0.2. For daily differences,

values below 0.0169 were obtained.

• The number of elements measured per APN was at least 50 000.

4.7 Conclusion

The three main use-cases of 5G networks are based on the needs of civilian and industrial

service scenarios as we mentioned in Section 4.2. The need for mobile broadband, machine-

to-machine and low-latency communication scenarios have already been there for current

4G, 3G and 2G mobile networks, although their end-to-end servicing is usually executed as

best effort. These scenarios will become the eMBB, mMTC, and URLLC use-cases when

standalone 5G networks get configured to serve the associated service slices. If we observe

the features and traffic demand characteristics of the current end-devices, we can infer the

needs of mass-marketed devices in the future. Knowing this will enable us to provide better
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and more reliable services. The devices connect to the cellular network via signaling and

data plane; these are already separated to cover the different resource demands better.

The effect of different types of users on mobile network data volume has already been

investigated in our previous articles [21] [22], and now we have compared data usage and dis-

tribution characteristics of M2M, cellular routers and mobile broadband user-groups. Based

on the results, we have determined which use-case may have a larger impact on the network.

The measurement results show that – when separated well – different user groups and use-

cases utilize different network functions (such as mobility management or user data handling).

IoT devices will produce around the same volume of signaling messages as eMBB customers.

In contrast to the data rate, there will be no signaling peak loads in IoT traffic. For these

different traffic patterns, 5G architecture is capable of distributing network resources through

network slicing, thus saving resources and providing a more stable service.

We have examined the major server-side services of the use-cases, which can be impor-

tant for the design and configuration of microservice-based 5G networks. In addition, the

evaluation of the signaling traffic is suitable for determining which IoT device is at the

cell boundary. These devices send RAU messages to correct the radio network’s deficiency

despite the fact that they had fixed locations.

When it comes to broadband services, network components are generally scaled to meet

peak traffic demands. However, instead of investing in extra capacity, an alternative solution

can be to define a standardized solution on the network side indicate to the users when the

network load is low and network resources are easier to access. This could basically be part

of different resource reservation auctions [97] [98]. Moreover, significant load peaks could be

effectively handled through 5G network function virtualization. The related network feature

– as an orchestration function – could supplement existing subscriber steering functions

[84] by dynamically diverting subscribers to different gateway nodes based on their traffic

characteristics.
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Table 4.8: GPRS Mobility Management acronyms

GMM acronym Meaning

rarq Routing area update request

raac Routing area update accept

ract Routing area update complete

svrq Service request

svac Service accept

atrq Attach request

idrq Identity request

idrs Identity response

acrq Authentication and ciphering request

acrs Authentication and ciphering response

acfr Authentication and ciphering failure

atac Attach accept

atct Attach complete

svrj Service reject

gmms GMM status

dtrq Detach request

dtac Detach accept
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Table 4.9: EPS Service Management acronyms

ESM acronym Meaning

pdn conn req PDN connectivity request

act def ctx req Activate default EPS bearer context request

act def ctx acc Activate default EPS bearer context accept

esm info req ESM information request

esm info resp ESM information response

deact ctx req Deactivate EPS bearer context request

deact ctx acc Deactivate EPS bearer context accept

modif ctx req Modify PDP context request (N to MS)

modif ctx acc Modify PDP context accept (N to MS)

pdn disconn req PDN disconnect request

act ded ctx req Activate dedicated EPS bearer context request

act ded ctx acc Activate dedicated EPS bearer context accept

modif ctx rej Modify EPS bearer context reject

pdn conn rej PDN connectivity reject

esm status ESM status

act def ctx rej Activate default EPS bearer context reject

pdn disconn rej PDN disconnect reject

pdn conn req pdn conn rej - PDN connectivity reject
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Table 4.10: EPS Mobility Management acronyms

EMM acronym Meaning

ta upd req Tracking area update request

ta upd accpt Tracking area update accept

attach req Attach request

ident req Identity request

ident resp Identity response

attach accpt Attach accept

attach compl Attach complete

auth req Authentication request

auth resp Authentication response

secu mode cmd Security mode command

secu mode compl Security mode complete

detach req Detach request

detach accpt Detach accept

ext serv req Extended service request

ta upd compl Tracking area update complete

attach rej Attach reject

dl nas transp Downlink NAS transport

ul nas transp Uplink NAS transport

cs serv notif CS Service notification

auth fail Authentication fail

emm status EMM status

ta upd rej Tracking area update reject
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Chapter 5

5G mobile network design and measurement

methods to validate Industry 4.0 requirements

5.1 Discussion on private campus networks

5.1.1 Service providers for the customers

When 3GPP designed the services and defined the areas to be covered by 5G, three basic

theoretical directions and objectives were identified [99]. As part of 3GPP, which has been

entrusted with the development of 5G service level systems, IMT-2020 [100] and [101] has

set out its goals as follows:

• Innovation – Deploy innovative software-based services for both the enterprises and

the individual subscribers. Innovation must mean software based services, where in-

novation serves not only individual subscribers but also corporate customers. So, a

particular function or service must be freely transferable between the physical elements

of the network and hardware.

• Digitalization – Service Providers must recognize that 5G has a shift towards cloud

services. SPs need to be clear that the next step in digitalization is moving towards

cloud services. Therefore, it is not preferred to bond services to a specific hardware.

They must be deployed on various cloud infrastructures. Hence, these services can be

customized freely and flexibly.

• Virtualization (Network Function), automatization, and simplification. When design-

ing the system architecture [102], it must be initially taken into consideration that
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elements can be developed (I), designed (II) and operated (III) by machines. The

system must be built of simple and interconnected elements which form a loosely cou-

pled digital system. The base elements of the services should have minimal and loose

connections; also, the associated services should be modular.

Furthermore, support for legacy systems is a practical addition: customers with less needs

and efforts must be served as well as new customers. Service Providers shall pay attention

to legacy customers’ needs [103]. In case some customers require merely voice services,

providers shall respect this and fulfill their needs. This also means that new services shall

be at least as simple as existing ones.

The following subsections provide various hints for motivating private campus networks,

where enterprises can utilize complete 5G network segments as they would own it or ex-

perience network and service quality as if they were the only users of the network. This

motivation is built up by a short recap on the evolution of mobile cellular communication

and services, and the expected business impact of 5G. Further detailed results of mine on

this domain can be found in [21], [63], [104], [105].

5.1.2 Mobile evolution

Generally, in the mobile industry, the promises of generation "N" are fulfilled by the "N+1"

generation in practice. The main use-case for "1G" phones was the transmission of the human

voice with full mobility of users. The service providers only offered services with large size

UE where cell-to-cell handovers were not fully seamless. Thanks to the growing interest

in this technology and the rapidly growing subscriber numbers, standardization committees

have developed a system that provides a globally available voice transmission service, the

Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM, as later known as "2G"). Using the

GSM standard the UEs were able to move between cellular towers without interrupting

duplex voice traffic; also, the devices could be used in other countries as well. However,

data transfer was only added later, so the data transmission rate was quite low. The 384

kbps throughput and about 200 ms one-way latency available in Enhanced Data for GSM

Evolution (EDGE) provided a basic data network service, but could not at all compete with

the current Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) or Cable Television (CaTV) data transmission.

Since service providers have seen that mobile data could have a bright future, it became
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the primary focus for their research and development. The voice transmission on the 2G

network was almost perfect, but the growing number of users needed better spectral uti-

lization. The 3G standard is already partly designed for data transmission along with the

voice. The transfer rate was up to 42 Mbps. However, at the time of writing the standard,

the main use-cases were known as web browsing and huge file downloads only. At that time,

"killer applications" such as Facebook and YouTube were not particularly known, although

they required much more data and continuous data transfer from the network site. It is clear

that loading a web page has different demands on the network side than a continuous chat,

even with Rich Communication Services (RCS) features, including eventual video messaging.

To cover these diverse requirements, the 4G network was standardized to provide dynamic

bandwidth allocation and serve the need of many users at the same time. The targeted peak

data rate has ended up being 1 Gbps – with major question marks whether this has been

reached by 4G in practice.

The major plans for 5G systems around 2020 contain even higher data transfer rates

(10 Gbps), more interactive services (1 ms latency), and more users (0.5M users/km2). The

network is slowly becoming live and fulfilling the criteria described, but for now, the major

use-cases and "killer applications" are waiting for global 5G deployment. As an example, the

1 Gbps data throughput cannot be leveraged by today’s smartphones compared to 4G’s 750

Mbps, so the user experience is not significantly better. Therefore the extra infrastructure

investment would not pay off in the short term for this use-case.

5.1.3 Business impact of 5G

5G’s new use-cases [106] are generating tension currently for service providers, device man-

ufacturers, and the industry in general. It is clear that 2G-3G [57] and 4G networks are

designed primarily for people in terms of use-cases. Of course, a significant number of

machines are connected to these networks as end-devices, as well. The almost untapped re-

sources to be provided by 5G are likely to be utilized by machines [107]. These use-cases can

be the simplest household appliances, vehicles – and of course complex industrial robots [26].

Hard real-time connectivity – when a sensor-to-machine delay is less than 1 ms – will be

utilized by several use-cases, however mostly not human applications [86], [108]. With 5G

we will be able to achieve a real-time production monitoring, knowing the current state of

equipment we are ordering, or the time when it is expected to be manufactured, with proper
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access rights from anywhere around the globe. It also facilitates the development of real-time

business and the advancement of services where precision has immense business importance.

All in all, this means that the spread of 5G will benefit the economy as a whole. [26]

To understand the exact economic effects, we have to examine which parts of the industry

are affected and to what extent. There are many studies for this phenomenon, updated or

revised year by year. According to a study published by Ericsson [109], it is estimated

that 5G-enabled industry digitization revenue for ICT players will reach $ 1.3 Trillion in

2026 [110]. When examining the most prominent domains, energy and utilities account for

16%, industrial production are there [production stand] for 18%, and it is worth highlighting

the automotive industry, which accounts for 8% (Figure 5.1). In terms of industrial networks,

naturally, the factories are the main stakeholders. The short term impact of 5G and IoT is

expected between $ 1.2 and $ 3.7 trillion. Of course this includes other high-impact domains

utilizing 5G, such as connected cities and vehicles [111].

Figure 5.1: 5G revenue potential for operators addressing industry digitalization [109]

5.1.4 Private, Non Public Network - new possibilities for Industry 4.0

The arrival and development of Industry 4.0 represent a revival similar to previous industrial

revolutions in history [112]. The First Industrial Revolution was about using complex ma-

chines to make work easier and faster instead of manual efforts. The main invention of the

first industrial revolution of 1784 was the steam engine, and it was joined by chain-driven

equipment such as the weaving machine. The second industrial revolution took place in the

1870s when mass production first appeared — developing techniques for mass production
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and enabled functions such as assembly on a conveyor belt or whether a workflow is always

done by one person or a small group of the same people. The third industrial revolution

dates back to 1969, when microelectronics brought a new phase of technology. Based on

the program code, a robot/machine was able to perform several operations and work phases

replacing complex manual work. The program was loaded only once and was executed, based

on various incoming information very precisely. The fourth industrial revolution is underway,

with production lines and robots becoming more intelligent. We are able to create robots

that download and use the program, which means that the same production line can adapt to

an industrial need very quickly [27]. As a high-level example, at one minute, the workstation

produces a Type A car, and in the other one it can create a Type B car. To accomplish this,

all equipment needs to be involved in the reconfiguration of the manufacturing process and

must be connected as cyber-physical systems.

To fulfill the requirements of Industry 4.0 criteria and use-cases, there is a need for

a unique network, which may be a cellular network with strict service guarantees [113],

[108] – either part of the global / national infrastructure, or a private campus network

for enterprise purposes. As the use-cases evolve, there is a need for system evolution and

continuous improvement. Continuous feedback on how well the developed service meets the

expectations and user-needs is also valuable. Based on these considerations, the network

solution could have the following characteristics:

• A solution based on recent standards – The 5G standards [60] and architectures provide

an opportunity to build highly flexible private industrial networks [114]. Some services

can run on a small portion of network elements. Therefore, we can utilize merely a

small percentage of network resources to provide elementary service needs. This allows

for designing services and implementations based on individual customer needs.

• Unlimited data consumption – Industrial equipment will have no other connection to

the IP services world than 5G, so they need to have an unlimited data subscription

package. Of course, these resources will be available at a limited data rate, uniquely

for every use-case.

• Dedicated Radio, Core, IP resources for a given use-case – For these needs, it is clear

that dedicated radio, core network elements, and IP resources will be required. Ded-

icated items mean, among other things, that the services can be used exclusively by

those devices that are authorized on this network.
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• QoS for service separation with Service Level Agreement – Guaranteed (SLA)s for use-

cases must be provided in order to receive the appropriate QoS. It is expected that a

robot communicates continuously. Hence the Busy-Hour interpretation that is based

on the daily routines of human cycles, is unlikely to be present in case of machine

type communication. Thus, when calculating SLA, QoS and capacity management, it

must be taken into consideration that all devices are continuously using the allocated

resources.

• Goals – A planned private campus network can be considered complete if it fulfils

the goals set by the use-cases and can ensure them continuously. The fundamental

parameters are throughput, latency and high transmission rate together with extremely

high reliability and availability (99.999% to 99.999999%). On the other hand, in the

current state of industrial networks, these have not been well defined yet.

5.2 5G and Industry 4.0 collaboration potential

In interpersonal communication, biorhythm has to be one of the important aspects of the

network design. Human users’ data consumption is related to their biorhythm, which defines

the concept of busy-hour on traditional mobile networks. In contrast, machine communica-

tion is based on predefined scheduled programs, and the behavior is more determinable [115].

Human data consumption is more stochastic by nature. The current interpretation of busy-

hour will probably disappear in the near future or at least significantly alter due to the

nature of machine type communication [22]. This should have an impact on both network

and service design. Therefore, it is worth separating services based on customer types, as

users can be humans or machines [86]. 5G network slicing is designed to handle efficiently

these kind of network traffic profiles [116]. Networks should be designed [63], scaled, and

tuned differently for humans and differently machine-communication types of services.

Machine type use-cases can include not only the simplest household appliances or vehicles

but also complex industrial robots [117]. Hard real-time connectivity – when a sensor-to-

machine latency is less than 1 ms – will be utilized by several use-cases, however mostly by

non-human applications [118]. With 5G, we will be able to achieve a real-time production

monitoring [119], knowing the current state of equipment we are ordering, or the time when it
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is expected to be manufactured, with proper access rights from anywhere around the globe.

It also facilitates the development of real-time business and the advancement of services

where precision has immense business importance. All in all, this means that the economy

as a whole will benefit from the spread of 5G [120].

With the interoperability of standards and interfaces [121], systems will be able to co-

operate and provide a high-quality experience. 3GPP [122] will develop various solutions for

the Non-Public Network (NPN) [106], providing more options in terms of industrial network

architecture.

The most facile option is to install all the Core and Radio Access Network (RAN) ele-

ments required for service in the industrial area completely separated from any public mobile

network (standalone isolated NPN – see Figure 5.2) [106]. The independence between this

NPN and a public mobile network manifests in the use of a unique network identifier, the

assignment of private spectrum to the NPN, and the full deployment of a 5G system (includ-

ing RAN and Control Network) within the logical perimeter of the factory. There are several

hybrid solutions where some Core elements are on-site adjacent to the dedicated RAN or

shared RAN while others are located at the service provider (Public Network Integrated

NPN – see Figure 5.3). The deployment of a public and private network in a Hybrid NPN

solution can vary depending on the considered use-case and customer requirements.

Figure 5.2: Deployment as dedicated network [104]

5.2.1 Understanding industrial players’ network needs

It is crucial to identify the target groups involved in telecommunications. New technology

can be successful if all the target groups are motivated to use the new service, product, or
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Figure 5.3: Deployment with shared RAN and control plane [104]

technology. New investments are function-oriented: as long as there is no advanced function

that the user needs – even if a new technology emerges –, they will not buy new assets, nor

will vendors and operators invest in it. The idea of industrial Campus Networks and 5G itself

appeared years ago, but now we have reached the point where each group has the motivation

and the technical background to implement these types of networks cost-effectively. Taking

advantage of these changes, there will be much more communication and feedback between

participants in Industry 4.0.

In the case of industrial Campus Networks, we can identify the groups of contributors.

The first stakeholders are the Vendors – suppliers who manufacture the devices directly to the

factory or for the MNOs. Examples include Ericsson, Cisco, Nokia, Huawei and so on. They

need continuous technological innovations, because otherwise they would not have enough

revenue from operation only. Their goal is constant innovation and constant generational

change. For them, 5G becomes a "matter of existence". In the case of vendors, the issue

of greenfield or replacement investment also arises. In the case of a greenfield investment, a

new industrial competitor jumps into the development of the latest technology much more

efficiently because this is the only way for them. Start-ups would not be able to compete with

the prominent vendors in the existing markets anyway. It is easier for a new competitor to

start investing in new technology as they do not have any existing infrastructure or network

from which they would expect any Return of Investment (ROI). On the other hand, existing

prominent vendors find it harder to invest in new technologies too early because they do

not want to cannibalize their existing solutions. However, over time, they will have to, as

pressure from potential competitors continues to grow. If they do not start investing in new
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technologies and succeed, they will definitely lose their market position in the future.

The second significant group is the Telecommunication Service Providers (TSP) or MNOs.

With the rise of 2G, telco companies had not yet reached the customer limit; there was still

a great potential user market that had not been exploited. With 3G, they were still able to

grow in terms of revenue, due to the spread of the internet, and the spread of multimedia

content. However, the market for 4G has not evolved and grown. Despite that, operators

were forced to invest in it to avoid the reduction of their market share. However, they could

not significantly increase their user base. It was just a matter of protecting existing markets

and retaining revenue at 4G. For MNOs, sales may be stagnant at the moment, but the

margin is melting, which results in downsizing and austerity – thus, they definitely need to

find a new market. The greenfield and replacement investment phenomena mentioned at the

vendors are also notable here.

Finally, in the case of industrial customers, there is a competitive situation. Industrial

players can only produce cost-effectively and efficiently if they find a long term network

solution that satisfies their needs.

5.3 Factors influencing the pricing and designing industrial cam-

pus networks

5.3.1 Network scaling

Telco equipment suppliers are interested in creating a kind of oligopolistic market for the

MNOs. They often use a flexible interpretation of standards and apply proprietary solutions

and protocols. Operators can design and build a network infrastructure more efficiently

with a single-supplier solution, where spare parts management, troubleshooting and backup

logistics are also much simpler. However, at the same time, vendors can abuse their monopoly

position, which can result in price inflexibility and dependence. A multi-vendor environment

makes operators less dependent, forces suppliers to compete on price, but in most cases

raises interoperability issues and requires a more well-trained team of professionals. As a

consequence, a continually increasing product portfolio will be available to the enterprise

sector, where they can use separate, private mobile network solutions. Separation may also

cover the exclusive use of the radio transmission medium or – similarly to edge-computing –
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the Core network can be located at the industrial site [123]. The benefits can come from the

availability of dedicated resources such as pre-determined bandwidth, reduced latency, higher

availability, and complete isolation of sensitive information even from the Telco operator.

Of course, such complex solutions cannot be designed, deployed, and operated without

MNO’s nearly 30 years of experience. The introduction of new features, implementation of

software upgrades, possible troubleshooting, or capacity expansion cannot be solved without

the know-how of MNOs. NPN or Campus Network solution is offered to business customers

with higher service level requirements than what is possible on the public access cellular

network service. As the operator cannot provide personalized service quality on public mo-

bile data networks, there is no guaranteed bandwidth and availability. With NPN solutions,

dedicated radio resources, customizable availability, and bandwidth can be provided to busi-

ness customers for specific user groups at a given geographical location, according to the

required services. The operator offers a solution that is separated from the regular Public

network service according to the particular business needs using dedicated and redundant

network elements to ensure the highest possible availability. It is only possible to access the

customer’s own internal LAN or even access the customer’s private cloud-based data centers

either via an Internet Virtual Private Network (VPN) or via leased line.

In response to different customer needs, several different NPN solutions can be defined,

primarily in terms of the order of magnitude of the required customer terminal equipment

and bandwidth. Besides, different architectures determine availability, the degree of on-site

redundancy, the number of connection points between the operator and the customer, the

number of hardware components that must be installed at the customer’s site, and influence

the technical solution and so on.

5.3.2 Pricing parameters for 5G NPNs

The pricing strategy of a given solution can be influenced by the parameters of the included

devices, services, and different operator tasks. Such factors are as follows:

• Traffic-based pricing – based on the amount of data included;

• Simultaneous Active Users (SAU)-based pricing [124], a flexible licensing for cloud

services;

• Creation of a closed and secure system (VPN), where only the subscriptions fixed in

the contract can access the service;
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• Different IP address assignment methods;

• Various authentication solutions;

• Central green number for handling error reports;

• Service charges at endpoints (SIM cards).

The service shall include the continuous operation, provision, installation, maintenance,

and, if necessary, repair of the equipment and related components. After a certain period

of time, it is possible that the customer starts paying the monthly fee. Pricing is based

on the total investment cost (Asset Cost and Construction Cost) plus annual upgrade fee,

maintenance fee, data center costs, business and overhead costs, and margin.

Table 5.1 summarizes – from the perspective of MNOs – what the main CAPEX items

are during the investment. The Table presents the RAN, Cellular Core, and IP transport

parts following Figure 5.2 and 5.3. In the case of RAN, the most important aspect is the

size of the physical area. The fact that the covered area is a hall or an entire part of

the city or an outdoor multi-km motorway test track section can influence several technical

parameters. The first and maybe the most critical parameter is the used frequency, which can

be considered the MNO capability and must be paid for on behalf of the national regulatory

organization. The density and the number of cell sites and antennas will be greatly influenced

by the required user number, data rate per user, and overall data consumption.

The Cellular Core part is influenced by the number of connected eNBs and Next genera-

tion NodeB (gNB)s, but an equally important factor is the number of connected users at the

same time. In the case of machines, it can be assumed that most of them will be connected

continuously, while humans will have peak and unused periods due to their biorhythm. Thus,

in the case of machines, the focus should be on traffic service to be served in a continuous and

uniform quality instead of occasional peak loads. In addition, the architecture can specify

which Core elements should be placed redundantly onto the macro network.

The IP transport part seems easy at first, as “only” data transmission is required here;

however, physical size and architectural solutions can have serious CAPEX consequences.

It is challenging from the transmission technology’s point of view when the architecture

consists of long-distance installed radio transcievers (eNBs/gNBs), and different core network

functions in different locations.
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Table 5.1: Key parameters for dimensioning CAPEX of industrial cellular technologies

Radio Access Network Cellular Core IP - Transport

Physical size of network, Freq. band,

max. data throughput/(user or area),

max. subscriber number/(square me-

ter or area)

number of eNB or gNB, num-

ber of customer, total data

throughput, architecture

number of customer, archi-

tecture, total data through-

put

5.3.3 The key players in the frequency trading of NPNs

In the case of mobile network services, it is essential to decide who provides the service

medium, at what price, and what commitments are needed from the user. In terms of

frequency management, 3GPP [125] defines three stakeholders that have played a crucial

role in the market since the advent of mobile networks: the state, service providers, and

customers. The state is the owner, and also the regulator of the reusable frequency bands.

MNOs purchase (trade) frequencies from the state over the long term and create suitable

services for the customers based on standards. The customers/users use the service typically

as a form of voice calls or data services developed by the MNOs.

Figure 5.4: New ecosystem on MNO market [104]

We suppose there will be five players in the new Industry 4.0-MNO ecosystem. The

relationships between them are shown in Figure 5.4. Traditionally the MNO pays money to

the state in exchange for the frequency. On the other hand, they are contractually obliged

to launch certain territorial coverage, population coverage or integrate several new base

stations using the dedicated frequency bands. In the service providers’ prices, the cost of
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the frequency will play a role as a distributed expenditure cost. In return, the MNO receives

dedicated frequency bands from the state for a fixed period, where the usable frequency

band is guaranteed, and the transmitter’s power is typically regulated. Still, there is only a

recommendation for the 3GPP standard to be used, MNO decides which technology to use

on the frequencies. However, in recent years, companies requiring private/industrial mobile

networks have emerged as third party frequency owners, also called micro Operators (µO).

µOs receive a long-term dedicated frequency band from the state, but for a limited area. This

way, new types of customers who take advantage of their use-cases will be able to connect

directly to the µOs, eliminating the MNOs from the process. As this is an unknown area

for all key players, the regulatory state has not defined any other frequency usage criteria.

µOs are experienced typically in generating new ideas and Industry 4.0 use-cases for MNOs.

This new type of operation/connection is also unique to µOs and to the Industry 4.0 use-case

customers. They have neither 3GPP-based network development nor operational experience.

The operation of a 3GPP based cellular network can be a challenging task. Therefore MNOs

cannot be eliminated entirely from the Industry 4.0 ecosystem. Even if the µO can provide

dedicated frequency and some off-the-shelf NPN solution to the customer, MNOs still have

the advantage that they can offer much more flexible NPN solutions customized to the

customer’s unique needs. µOs opportunities will be limited by the manufacturer of their

off-the-shelf NPN solution. Furthermore, in some countries, µOs cannot buy frequency

directly nor from the MNO as national authorities can limit frequency purchases and usage

conditions. For instance, in Hungary, these kinds of µO activities are not possible with

the current regulation environment; only the big MNOs can buy frequencies. To increase

complexity, the network-slicing feature that emerges with the development and integration

of 5G standards will allow the MNOs to sell a time or frequency slice to a µO in the network,

or vice versa, to offer a slice used by a µO to the MNOs. This will allow further transactions

between each other and can threaten the existing relations among the MNO market.
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Table 5.2: Main types of campus network solutions

Network

archi-

tecture

Potential customer use-cases Main features Limitations

Type I

Requiring advanced user management

and logically separated network with

possible closed network connection

Private APN

No QoS customization

Very limited control

Completely dependent on public network

SLA similar to the public network’s SLA

Type II

Sites with poor radio coverage, or

special use-cases requiring

more bandwidth, redundancy

or less latency

Extended RAN

Partial QoS customization

Limited control

Some resources as on public network

except the advanced radio coverage but

can not be considered as dedicated resources

Type

III

Advanced user management

and advanced radio coverage

Dedicated RAN +

Shared Core services

High QoS customization

High level of control

Still depends on public network

Extra resources and features can be used

on the dedicated radio interface

Type

IV

Industrial use-cases with

strict SLA requirements

low-latency, high availability

Stand-alone network,

Dedicated RAN and

Core services

Full QoS customization

Full control

Standardization is still in progress
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5.4 Business developement for 5G

5.4.1 Defining the potential customers and network types

In Table 5.2, different types of networks are presented, differentiated by architectural and

SLA features. The four different types of network solutions are not created arbitrarily; they

are determined based on the customer needs, our system integrator observations, and TSP

experience. However, to understand each type of network and service feature, we still need

to specify a few concepts, as the significant part of our target audience has more of the

business approach. In explaining these concepts, we try to provide simple comprehensibility

and an interpretation that is relevant in the present situation, rather than an entirely correct

and standardized technological explanation.

Firstly a SLA is required, which is a commitment between a service provider and a client.

Particular aspects of the service – QoS, availability, responsibilities – are agreed upon by the

TSP and the service user. The Service Level Specification (SLS) part of the SLA describes

the overall required performance of a service or network through various metrics. Based

on the SLS, the TSP can use QoS Classes to force certain types of network traffic such

as applications or resources to be prioritized over other network traffic types. This can be

even true, when a group of users are priorized against others. On public networks, usually

only voice traffic is treated this way. This feature will be vital in industrial cases, where

industrial partners want to prioritize the network traffic of certain types of machines over the

others. Still, there are several additional detailed QoS parameters, such as delay, coverage,

bandwidth, etc. Another critical concept is network availability, which defines the length

of the time period – in percentage – when the network is fully operational. It is a crucial

parameter for industrial scenarios. By network control, we mean resource management and

customization, network separation from the public network, network security management,

and dependency on the public network.

The four network types can be interpreted quickly based on the previously overviewed

concepts. In the Type I network, the network still completely depends on the TSP and the

public network. There are very limited customization options, but a private APN can be

provided to the customer. A private APN can be used to create a logically independent

network for the client’s devices and users. In this case, unique authentication mechanisms

and arbitrary firewall rules can be applied. A typical scenario is the private network of
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banks, where only authenticated users can connect to the network, such as bank employees,

ATMs and store terminals.

Network Type II provides a dedicated radio resource in the form of radio repeaters in

addition to the logical network separation. This can be useful in cases where the particular

customer does not need a special QoS or high data rate, but the radio conditions are not

satisfying in the given geographical area.

Network Type III provides some dedicated RAN and Core services, which means the

network still depends on the public network, but it offers a high level of control and QoS

customization. It can be suitable for private office networks. The main advantage here is

the RAN and Core separation from the public network, thus the network parameters can be

fully customizable, and a different SLA can be designed.

Finally, network Type IV is entirely independent of the public network. It is able to

operate without any problems in case of failure or degradation of certain public network

services. It offers full QoS customization and complete control of the network services. For

industrial applications and factory sites, such networks will be deployed where very low

latency, high bandwidth, dedicated resources will be crucial. A minor disadvantage is that

there is no standard agreed-upon 5G stand-alone NPN according to 3GPP yet, and even the

solutions of large mobile network vendors are not uniform.

The presented four options are similar to the NPN deployment scenarios of [106], pri-

marily Type II and IV, but it is not equivalent to these cases. [106] examines the topic from

the MNO point of view where the NPN RAN can be shared with the public network RAN

or the whole network is completely isolated. However, there are use-cases where complete

network isolation is not possible or would be too expensive, but in contrast, simple RAN

sharing would not satisfy the QoS requirements of the customer. Therefore, as we suggest,

there are several use-cases where an extended RAN solution would be the optimal choice,

which means additional radio equipment e.g., Radio Dot, or Distributed Antenna System

besides the public network’s RAN. Our network differentiation does not specify all options.

Individual cases may vary according to individual customer needs, as they can be expanded

with certain services or even simplified. An additional aspect of network design can be the

degree of redundancy, which is typically determined by the particular SLA. Similar features

are network monitoring and support by the TSP, which also affects the network design and

implementation. Currently, there are no real guarantees for the network services in con-
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tractual form for public networks. In the case of corporate networks, there are more strict

guarantees and penalties, but mostly it only covers data consumption. In the future, this

will change drastically for Campus Networks, where additional parameters, such as latency,

throughput, jitter, and other key features will be included in SLAs.

5.4.2 Infrastructural investment

The range of potential customers can be divided into three groups from an infrastructure

point of view, which significantly determines the possible development guidelines. In the case

of a greenfield investment, the industrial customer has not yet implemented the production

processes. They have the opportunity to adapt them to meet the expectations of the desired

industrial network. Unfortunately, in some cases, the industrial customer is unwilling to

adapt its production workflows to the needs of the industrial network or it is more expensive

to redesign the workflows rather than the telecommunication network. In most cases, the

TSP has to design the network according to their concepts and workflow. If there is no other

way, and the TSP can not implement the appropriate telecommunication network for the

workflow, then the industrial customer is willing to adapt. Still, the role of adaptation is

usually the task of the TSP.

Another essential feature of greenfield investments is that all assets are bought at the

same time. At that time – at the beginning of the investment – the industrial players

react differently to the expenses of the telecommunication network. It is much easier for

companies to spend more CAPEX than later when services are already in operation, and the

infrastructure is ready. The telecommunication network is a relatively small expenditure, in

contrast to other elements of industrial investment. When the installation is already done and

the network is not fulfilling the requirements, the rebuild of the network or the replacement

of certain elements could lead to a substantial expenditure compared to the initial situation.

It can significantly affect the ROI, one of the most fundamental performance measures (also

Key Performance Indicator) of an investment.

When there are some existing network solutions already built, most of the time, the

industrial player does not want to replace their network infrastructure, as the costs of con-

struction are high and have not yet been returned. Therefore, the customer is more inclined

to complementary solutions than to replace the entire network. This is a significant differ-

ence between TSPs and greenfield investments. Thus, it is necessary to adapt to the needs of
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the existing network architecture and equipment. In general, these additional installments

represent a significantly more substantial investment than if the same telecommunications

network were to be implemented as a greenfield investment. The TSP can not offer and

install the optimal, cheapest, and most efficient implementation due to the existing network

dependencies. Furthermore, it is not possible to finish these network installations quickly,

as in many cases, production processes can not be interrupted at any time. There will be

predefined time windows for these kinds of tasks.

Finally, there are cases where the industrial player has an existing network solution, but

it is obsolete and needs to be replaced. So it can now be considered as an almost greenfield

investment in terms of the telecommunications network.

5.4.3 Conclusion

In this section, after a brief historical overview, we summarized existing studies on the busi-

ness effects of 5G. In addition to the short technology analysis, our focus has shifted mainly

to changes in Industry 4.0 business opportunities. We identified the major players involved

in Industry 4.0 and presented their function and possible future role. An important finding

is that, with the arrival of 5G, µOperators and industrial manufacturers will also have a

crucial role in the mobile network ecosystem. On the other hand, MNO will enter the indus-

try as an operator expanding their market. We highlighted the advantages and drawbacks

of a greenfield investment in terms of business development and presented what factors and

parameters need to be considered during the pricing of Campus Networks, including the key

players of trading frequencies for NPN. Four different types of network solutions have been

distinguished, focusing on the key features, potential customer use-cases, and limitations of

these networks. The main contribution of Chapter 5 is not an architectural definition of the

different NPN deployments, rather, we are highlighting these network options, limitations

and motivations; moreover, Chapter 5 presents some typical use-cases for every scenario. Fi-

nally, we analyzed the business and technological risks of industrial 5G networks, presented

research questions and concepts, and mentioned some ethical issues.

In Subsection 5.2 we analyzed the state of 5G NPN, primarily the business opportunities

and key players were presented, while from the technical side only high-level evaluation was

performed. In the future, we prefer to make further examinations in both domains. From a

business point of view, MNOs’ and µOs’ benefits would be examined, including the business
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motivations of cloud solutions, frequency allocation issues, network slicing potentials and

energy-efficient networks. Furthermore, it would be interesting to describe how these new

features change the network architecture of MNOs, highlighting the main effects on the Core

and Radio elements from the business- and also the technical-side.
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Chapter 6

Investigating communication requirements of

typical Industry 4.0 use-cases

6.1 Motivation

The objectives of Industry 4.0 cover both the economic and the technological aspects of the

transition towards digitalized and automated industry. Primary goals include fully auto-

mated manufacturing technologies and developing systems that can execute industrial and

manufacturing processes cost-effectively and flexibly with Industrial IoT and 5G. In modular,

structured intelligent factories, processes are monitored in real-time. Also, industrial devices

– sensors, actuators, production line elements, moving devices – communicate, collaborate,

and interact with each other and humans in real-time as islands. It is essential to develop

and scale well-designed networks to serve these communication needs.

To understand the future challenges in the field, current research directions in the exist-

ing factories, including the low-level communication solutions must be revealed. From the

TSP’s point of view, the most valuable, most critical resources and parameters have to be

determined and fixed at the beginning of defining the network dimensions. The various data

transmission solutions have different advantages and drawbacks – see comparisons in [63]

[126] – especially for latency [127], throughput and coverage characteristics. This chapter

addresses the challenge of investigating the network traffic characteristics’ requirements for

Industry 4.0 and turning these into engineering best practice method. My results on this

domain are described further within [61], [62], [128], and [129].
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6.2 Industrial networks: a brief overview on future directions

There are fundamental differences between wired and wireless network solutions. In the

case of industrial networks, some aspects of network characteristics become more relevant,

such as stability, determinability, security, error rate, and latency. Usually, wired solutions

provide a more reliable and stable transmission. Wired networks are considered more secure

as they have physical protection and hence it is harder to get unauthorized access to them.

Also, they provide a lower latency and bit error rate (BER) than wireless networks. Wired

networks can be inflexible in terms of mobility, and installations can take longer to set up

because more components are required to complete the process. Maintenance and scaling in

a wireless network can be much cheaper and more manageable.

There are several protocols for industrial networks, and in almost all cases, they are

designated for wired solutions. The market for industrial networks is broadly fragmented, as

shown in Figure 6.1. Just like fieldbuses, Industrial Ethernet is not standardized on a single

protocol. Instead, each network type serves different applications in the industrial market.

EtherNet/IP [130] is the most popular Industrial Ethernet protocol with a 15% market

share. Amongst fieldbuses, PROFIBUS DP [131] was the most commonly installed network

in 2019. Wireless technologies have gained impressive growth rates of 30% or more in each

of the past three years, although they still represent a relatively small portion of the overall

market of newly installed nodes. Moreover, there are further, new wireless implementations

coming. Cellular technologies such as Private LTE and 5G networks can be enablers for

Smart and Flexible Manufacturing in factories.

When examining the future directions of industrial use-cases – such as integration of

production lines and increased collaboration – the architecture changes, and communication

alters towards different characteristics [133] to cover requirements (e.g., physical placement

flexibility). Furthermore, there may be diverse communication needs between different work-

flow processes. Hence, these networks also referred to as Industrial or (NPN) services shall

be designed [134] to meet current and future needs of emerging 5G use-cases.

When turning towards 5G network solutions, it is clear that the features of the network

(throughput, latency, reliability) and its general usability by different use-cases will be greatly

influenced by the architecture of the built 5G network. 3GPP further develops various

solutions for the NPN, providing more options in terms of network architecture [122].
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Figure 6.1: Market shares of newly installed nodes for fieldbuses, Industrial Ethernet and

wireless technologies in 2019 [132]

These network solutions have numerous advantages, including reduced latency, dedicated

resources, the possibility of unique network management, or keeping traffic in the industrial

area. Also, the enterprises can utilize complete 5G network segments as they would own

it and make it possible to cover new type of use-cases such as exploiting the advantages of

Time Sensitive Networking (TSN).

With the help of the presented measurement method in the next section, architectural

effects can also be investigated through end-to-end measurements. The presented measure-

ment method can help to define what type of NPN architecture is most suitable for given

use-cases or industrial traffic.

6.2.1 Method for non-public cellular network measurements

In Chapter 4, we have shown the cellular networks’ main characteristics through two ap-

proaches. In Section 4.5.1, we have presented the packet distributions of the 4 examined

APNs based on a passive measurement method. Then, we have shown what kinds of flow

parameter value ranges can describe a given networking application – and its user experi-
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ence. In this chapter, we examine how the user experience is affected in the different use-case

scenarios by varying background traffic on a live 5G test network. To execute that, we create

an active measurement set-up and generate the traffic flows based on the 4 different APNs

traffic patterns. The measured 4G traffic was scaled up to the 5G data volume expectation.

5G networks are not used intensively yet, so it would not be relevant to make conclusions

based on live 5G network traffic measurements.

6.2.2 Testbed architecture

While building the testbed, we aimed to create a setup that resembles a live network ar-

chitecture as much as possible. The layout is shown in Figure 6.2. Background traffic was

generated by one device (UE2), and measurements were made with another client device

(UE1). The UE1 is connected to the measurement server on one side and the EPC on

the other side via 4G and 5G base stations [135]. The EPC was then connected directly

to the measurement server. It should be mentioned that the traffic in this set-up followed

the 3GPP reference model 3.X [136], the traffic from the UE to the EPC used 4G devices,

whereas downlink from the EPC to the UE used 5G network.

The UE2 generated the background traffic and used a wired connection. It is connected to

the background traffic generator server’s client-side interface with a wired connection. UE2

is wirelessly connected to eNB and gNB, then it accessed the background traffic generator

server, the server-side interface via EPC.

The wired connections were 10 Gbps Ethernet in the testbed, which is similar to a live

network. This way, our measurement can offer a good approximation to a live network

scenario. With this architecture, the active parts of the network which influence the user

experience the most are examined. Measurements were carried out in a closed Faraday

box, with signal absorbing materials, set signal levels, under stable radio conditions for the

measurement period – as suggested by [137], [138].

6.2.3 Measurement equipment

Measurement and Background traffic generator servers were x86-based machines with 12-

core i7 processors, and had 8 GB of memory each. The network interfaces were Intel cards

capable of real 4x2.5 Gbps Ethernet throughput on the client-side, while the server-side had
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Figure 6.2: The architecture of the 5G testbed – as Option 3X [104]

4x10 Gbps optical connections. The server traffic was provided by a software package based

on Ubuntu 18.04. The major measurement, background traffic generator, and monitoring

programs were the following: Nmap software packages [139], Iperf [140], Cisco T-rex [141],

Ethernet, and Smooth ping. With the help of Iperf and T-rex, the background traffic was

generated (packet size and rate), corresponding to Tables 4.4 and 4.5. The network has been

tested with Iperf and T-rex also to exclude burst measurement errors. After making sure

that both led us to the same result, we presented only the measurement results of Iperf. We

generated the measurement samples with Nmap. We used dedicated processor mapping and

kernel compiled programs for the smooth running of the software. The measurement results

were recorded for traceability purposes.

The EPC is a 2x64 x86 server with 124 GB of memory and has a 2x10 Gbps link aggre-

gation group (LAG) connection in all wired directions, towards gNB and eNB. The mobile

network software consisted of 4G MME, SGW, PGW with option 3.X architecture [142],

where I implemented a minimal architecture design with only having the S6a interface out-

side of this. The system did not include any interface other than the minimal design.
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The eNB and gNB were running on separate HWs, with an x86-based architecture, uti-

lizing a 2x24 core processor and 8 GB of Random Access Memory (RAM). The eNB was

responsible for the 4G network, the uplink channel and the controlling S1AP interface. It op-

erated on a 1.8 GHz band with 10 MHz bandwidth in 2x3 MIMO mode. The gNB operated

on 3.6 GHz with 100 MHz bandwidth, but due to software limitations, it was safely used

only in 2x2 MIMO mode. Clients were 2x3 MIMO mode devices conforming to the Option

3.X architecture and were simultaneously connected to 4G and 5G networks. The system

was supported by a multi-core processor and several GBs of RAM. The brief technical details

of the equipment with software versions involved in the tests are shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: HW and SW description of devices in the testbed

Description

UE1 and UE2 Multicore Client Premise Equipment with dual 2.5GE interface, 8x8 MIMO

eNB as anchor cell
Uplink: 4G 64 QAM, Downlink: 256 QAM

Radio at 1.8 GHz and 10 MHz Bandwidth, FDD

gNB Downlink: 256 QAM, Radio at 3.6 GHz with 100 MHz Bandwidth, 64T64R antenna

EPC Cisco C460 M2, 4x Intel Xeon E7-4870, supporting option 3.X

Measurement server HP 360, 12x Intel Xeon E5649, 2x 10GE, 2x 2.5GE, Ubuntu 18.0.4 LTS

Background traffic HP 360, 12x Intel Xeon E5649, 2x 10GE, 2x 2.5GE, Ubuntu 18.0.4 LTS, Cisco T-rex 2.66

6.3 Key Performance Indicators for cellular network use-cases

6.3.1 Defining the main KPIs for the use-cases

The network architecture should be designed according to the main characteristics of the

communication – which first have to be determined. The most critical questions are those

regarding the kinds and positions of endpoints, and the frequency and amount of data

transfer. Based on [143], and on the definition and measurement in 4.2, let us highlight the

key parameters and aspects to consider for planning the network resources:

• Delay – the delay between the request and the response messages of the network devices

determines how fast the system must transfer the packets. However, we can put an

artificial delay in the measurement, which can be used to test the device sensitivity on
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latency.

• Bandwidth – metering this provides insights into the current bandwidth utilization, so

the desired network presumably needs to improve that.

• Packet size – the traffic handling capability of the existing network is dependent on the

packet size and the sending rate. Beside measuring these, it is also worth to examine

that, in case of increasing packet sending rate the transmission bandwidth performance

would reduce or possibly increase.

• Client mobility – Unique identifiers of the endpoints can be found in different network

segments from time to time. For example, in the case of an Ethernet network, the

same MAC address receives IP addresses from multiple domains within a specific time

frame.

• Retransmission – we must observe whether packet retransmission causes the system

to increase or decrease its transmission capacity. In some cases, sending compressed

packets is better for the overall system than experiencing retransmission due to lost

data fragments.

• Endpoint (or user) traffic density – determines how much a particular client is trans-

mitting relative to the average within a network segment. If customers in one area

generate more than other areas, they have different network needs, so we might want

to plan for that.

The reason behind highlighting exactly these characteristics and KPI parameters is

that they define the dimensions of use-case communications at the low level. Although

these are well-defined terms to measure one parameter, however in case the required

services and use-cases are complex, the measurement of one or more parameters may

not fulfill its original goal - to verify the service.

6.3.2 The Complex KPI - Finding the capabilities and limitations of the net-

work

A wide range of Industry 4.0 use-cases and testbeds already exists [144] but they are still not

entirely well-defined yet. There are several publications on what protocols [145] and what

architecture [146], [147] will be used, but in practice, there are still just a few concrete
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production cases. When planning for the data transmission infrastructure, it is essential to

know what amount of data, how many packets, between whom, at what distance, and at

what frequency we may wish to transmit. Another critical issue is the design of network

architecture and its scale. To properly implement a network solution, we need to analyze

the traffic requirements between the devices, classify and even prioritize them, and define

which is more suitable for P2P connection rather than server-client architecture. On the

other hand, in most cases, 5G or private LTE will not be the only transmission technology

rather than a supplemental solution to the existing industrial protocols such as Process Field

Network (PROFINET) or EtherNet/IP. As equipment manufacturers can not redesign every

product, the supplemental transmission technology should be designed to serve the needs

of different kinds of industrial protocols and support additional features. These features

can be native L2 forwarding, low latency (1 ms), or extra-low jitter (100 µs) [148]. For

instance, every PROFINET device sequentially executes its program within a specific cycle

time. The inputs are read at the beginning and the outputs are set at the end of each

cycle. It means the device’s input data must arrive before the next cycle begins; no kind of

delay is tolerated. Furthermore, in time-sensitive applications, PROFINET operates with a

reduced OSI stack where the Real-Time channel skips the encapsulation steps in the Network,

Transport and Session layers [149], [150]. LTE and 5G do not support native L2 transmission

in this kind of way.In packet-switched networks, packet size and packet rate can characterize

a transmission medium. The product of the two provides a good indication to characterize

the main traffic attributes. Standards and White Papers [126] define the state space related

to the limitations of the transmission with a given packet number. However, the question

is whether the various vendor implementations fill this space. To verify such questions, it is

necessary to have a detailed complex measurement method. However, measuring all of the

parameters above is quite a complicated, time-consuming, and costly task.

We provide a method to validate whether a given transmission technology can serve the

traffic needs; for instance, 5G is capable of serving the traffic needs of a specific PROFINET

use-case. Thus, the packet size, packet rate, and packet delay are the most critical parameters

to be measured. Mobility – or the change of service area – is a parameter which needs to

be examined individually. In the following sections, we provide a detailed measurement

procedure for the three most important parameters and examine how the given transmission

technology can serve and handle these requirements.
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Figure 6.3: Method for mapping network capabilities with the industrial use-case needs [128]

6.4 Method of evaluating network performance versus standards

and use-case needs

Our goal is to determine whether the network is able to meet user demands and what scaling

is required, based on measurements of existing use-cases and networks. Figure 6.3 gives an

overview of the evaluation process, which has the following Passive and Active measurement

steps:

• A1: Evaluation of the current local use-cases with passive network measurements;

• A2: Adding epsilon random deviation to the traffic pattern;

• A3: Adding modifications to represent the new use-case needs;

• B1: Active measurement to examine the actual features of the transmission channels

on site;

• B2: Complex Active transmission measurement to investigate how the network capa-

bilities fit the new use-case needs.

The planned evaluation procedure consists of 5 steps. The purpose of type (A) steps

is to quantify the communication needs of existing use-cases. We investigate what sort of

network needs of these use-cases will require within a certain time interval. At the end of the

process, the distribution of the traffic KPIs can be determined. Type (B) steps are there to

actively test an existing or under construction network by measuring its KPIs with artificially

generated traffic patterns (that are based on type (A) steps), as shown in Figure 6.3.

Let S denote the number of subscribers and S = {1, . . . , S} be the set of subscribers. Let
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L and L = {1, . . . , L} represent the number of applications and the set of applications, re-

spectively. At t(s,l)k , measurement instant k, k 2 N, for subscriber s, s 2 S, using application

l, l 2 L, a packet of PL(s,l)
k bytes (belong to subscriber s using application l) is measured.

Note that IAT (s,l)
k (measured in second) is the time between two subsequent measurement

epochs (see Figure 6.4). Therefore, the data rate of subscriber s using application l at t(s,l)k

is

b(s,l)(t(s,l)k ) = PL(s,l)
k /IAT (s,l)

k (bytes/s). (6.1)

If the measurement instants are close enough, b(s,l)(t) the data rate subscriber s using appli-

cation l at instant t can be approximated from equation (6.1). The data rate of subscriber

s, s 2 S, is expressed as

Rs(t) =
LX

l=1

b(s,l)(t). (6.2)

The set of the network links is denoted by E . The capacity of link e, e 2 E is ce (bytes/s).

Let us introduce (s, l, e), s 2 S, l 2 L, e 2 E , that takes 1 if the traffic of application l of

subscriber s is routed in link e. Otherwise, (s, l, e) = 0. The amount of traffic routed in

link e is
SX

s=1

LX

l=1

b(s,l)(t) (s, l, e) < ce for e 2 E .

Figure 6.4: Illustration of notations [128]

6.4.1 Passive measurement steps

A1 - Evaluation of the existing network needs

During the measurement, we captured the packet sizes (PL(s,l)
k ) between measurement in-

stants (the time between measurement instants is IAT (s,l)
k ). Since the mean and standard
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deviation calculation would provide a very rough approximation, we make the following

statements. The measurement should determine how often packets of the same length are

following each other (IAT (s,l)
k ). So, in a 3-dimensional figure, the X-axis will be the packet

size, the Y-axis will be the inter-arrival period for packets of a given length (IAT (s,l)
k ), and

the Z-axis will determine the data rate of the traffic in the given measurement time-window.

Based on this examination method, the traffic pattern can be determined to a given network

segment and the scaling characteristics for that type of traffic. Then, we define a descriptive

formula, where the two main parameters are packet size and packet rate.

A2 - Considering the epsilon deviation of the traffic pattern

We apply an epsilon deviation to the traffic pattern pattern from A1. It is assumed that

future use-cases will have similar data transfer needs, but they will differ a little bit. During

the measurements, an epsilon is defined, which can influence the measurement range to be

covered, but still, provide realistic and non-biased demands about the network.

A3 - Adding the effect of the future use-cases

In A3, we add pre-defined, use-case specific traffic pattern deviations to the existing A2

results. The various A1 traffic patterns that have been epsilon-deviated get aggregated with

new use-case patterns, and get described as one common traffic distribution model. Based on

the theoretical considerations, Figure 6.3 shows how the common need for multiple use-cases

manifests in the network.

6.4.2 Active measurement steps

In this part of the investigation methodology, we use active measurement methods to examine

how network capabilities actually fit the various use-case traffic needs. In practice, we

send packets with different sizes and inter-arrival times through a given DoNUT. Then, we

examine how many packets arrive and how much of them can be handled by the DoNUT.

The input parameters are the packet size and the inter-arrival time. The bandwidth, and so

the output of the transmission is presented in bytes/s. In our work so far, we are not dealing

with real-life measurements, although we have prepared initial input patterns and network,

and gathered initial results through simulation.
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B1 - Basic active measurements

It is necessary to determine the transmission characteristics for the measured channel under

investigation. As shown in Figure 6.5, in the case of a theoretical result, a channel with

linear and infinite capacity is able to traverse all the theoretical packets. In contrast, re-

ality is likely to be different. DoNuT will show that certain channels and equipment have

limitations for specific packet sizes. Our goal is to construct a function from the measured

results that determine the transmission characteristics of the channel. Besides the graphical

representation, we can also create approximation functions with multiple variables and then

give a Root-mean-square error from the measurement result.

B2 - A complex transmission measurement

The distribution of KPIs for the specific use-cases is calculated in A3, and the function

describing the network in B1 will show what kind of traffic the network can and cannot

handle. To double-check the results, we must carry out further measurements. We examine

the DoNuT with 1-1 traffic patterns, then we proceed to do the B1 measurement again

to see if there is any bandwidth reserved in the transmission channel. The essence of the

measurement is first to take a sample from the given network and then perform simple

statistical analysis on it, analyzing its state space.

6.4.3 Presenting the results

We are providing an analytical and a graphical representation of the Network Performance

versus Standards (NPvS) method’s results. The model includes significant simplifications

compared to real data transmission systems, where outbound and inbound packets are con-

trolled by different buffers and queuing algorithms. However, for industrial traffic, which is

the basis of our observations and measurements, packets are sent at fixed times and in fixed

sizes. This model can be used well to present the usability of discrete and simple industrial

traffic.

Illustrating the described parameter space requires a 3D representation, where one axis

shows the packet size and the other shows the inter-arrival time. The third axis represents the

total bandwidth. In a duplex transmission environment where the outgoing direction does

not interfere with the incoming, only one figure is needed, but for half-duplex connections,
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there should be two. Figure 6.5 shows the generic transmission graph of the Ethernet 802.3u

standard. The data channel throughput varies according to the packet size and transmission

rate. This is a calculated figure with the theoretical properties of the Ethernet 802.3u

standard, so the bandwidth has a linear connection with the packet size and the IAT .

Figure 6.5: Maximum achievable throughput calculated on the basis of the Ethernet 802.3u

standard, for a 100 Mbps data transmission channel [128]

We can examine the problem from another, practical point of view, where the channel

has a theoretical maximum bandwidth of 100 Mbps for Fast Ethernet. It can be determined

what number of packets have to be transmitted on it within a given time-frame. It is worth

checking if this number of packets can actually be transmitted over the given channel during

that time.

6.5 Initial measurement results and visualization examples of the

NPvS method

To initially validate our method, we merely used freely available, open-source traffic pat-

terns, and tested these through the type A, passive measurement method steps. For type B

measurements, the method was modified with predefined distribution functions.

6.5.1 Evaluating the traffic of an existing industrial scenario

There is a considerable amount of open-source .pcap capture-files available from industrial

networks. The traffic of a typical Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)-
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representing .pcap file was analyzed [151], and the result is plotted in Figure 6.6. It shows

that the packet size distribution in the network is quite simple. There are mostly relatively

many small packets with low frequency. Larger packets are barely included in the sample;

around 300 Byte-long packets with low IAT are represented.

Figure 6.6: SCADA-type industrial traffic [128]

Figure 6.7: Skype calls traffic [128]

Figure 6.7 shows the packet distribution of Skype traffic from a publicly available data

source. The packet size and packet-rate distributions are significantly different from the

industrial traffic. This traffic pattern contains mainly small, few-Byte-long packets, which

can be some sort of keep-alive messages, and there is a significant number of 20 Byte packets

(typical segment size of the codec), where the IAT has low variance as well. The Figure

shows just a few exceptions; there is hardly any other packet size in the network. Based
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on these two simple examples, we can already make simple conclusions. If Figure 6.7 traffic

was transferred over a network where the packet size is limited to the range between 0-30

Bytes, then the network was able to handle it correctly. On the other hand, SCADA traffic

depicted in Figure 6.6 would not traverse the network with the same transmission strategy

limitations.

In the current section I calculated the network capacity on a theoretical level with the

assumption of that the Payload Length bucket part follows a uniform distribution. Using

the presented investigation method and artificially generated traffic, the next step will be to

examine the capabilities of a DoNUT in a wider range of PLs.

6.5.2 Measurement approach

The generic measurement setup has already been described by Figure 6.2. The main metrics

to gather from our measurements are the different kinds of delay related to 4G and 5G

network traffic. This delay-focused approach enabled a setup where the bandwidth and

throughput of the two connecting users did not have to change over time, which also meant

that there were no significant changes in relation to packet error rate or data loss in any of

the scenarios.

The injected traffic consists of two main types. One is the background traffic, which aims

to model the aggregated network traffic. The other type is the traffic of one single designated

user or a group of users. While the amount of packets or bytes in a flow does not provide

sufficient information when defining the background traffic, the distribution of packet sizes

and the total number of bytes are the important parameters in this respect.

One-way delay

In this setup the measurement traffic flows from the EPC interface of the measurement server

to the EPC and then through the gNB via a wireless 5G connection to the UE1. Then, on the

wired interface of UE1 there is a connection to the client-side interface of the measurement

server.
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Round trip time

In this setup the measured traffic flows from the UE-side interface of the measurement

server to UE1 and then from UE1 to the eNB on a 4G radio access network. It accesses the

measurement server from the eNB via the EPC via a wired connection. The measurement

server records the arrival of packets and returns the data stream on its wired interface to

the EPC. Passing through the EPC, it reaches gNB and then accesses the UE1 client device

from the gNB via a 5G wireless connection. Finally, through the UE1 wired connection, it

moves to the measurement server.

Perturbations due to additional background/paralell traffic

The traffic of different application types was measured with different amounts of background

traffic. The arbitrarily chosen measurement cases are as follows:

• without background traffic,

• 25% – of the available bandwidth – background traffic,

• 50% background traffic (to measure 1 direction latency),

• 100% background traffic.

Based in our measurements in Section 4.5.1, we identified the main flows and packet sizes

in a typical cellular network. To describe the background traffic, we primarily considered

traffic through the live network. However, we model the packet distribution composition

of background traffic with APN "C"’s traffic as eMBB application-type traffic. This as-

sumption is based on our previous analysis and previous work [62], where we have found

that current machine-to-machine communication is negligible in volume compared to human

communication. Furthermore, the predominant application-type (hence a significant portion

of network traffic) will be eMBB traffic.

6.6 Measurement results

The main parameters of the 5G testbed have been defined through a series of measurements,

and for reference comparison, we have carried out similar measurements on 4G. The ag-

gregated measurement results (Table 6.2) show that for 5G, even 1 UE downlink peak rate
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heavily outperforms the 4G values. However, 5G uplink transmission is an exception as it

has similar performance as 4G. As expected, latency is also significantly lower at 5G than

at 4G.

It was trivial that the basic bandwidth requirements would be fulfilled. However, by

generating background traffic, we were able to examine the traffic correlated effects about

latency and jitter, and the combined impact of different use-cases such as IoT, video and

audio applications.

Table 6.2: Aggregated (median) results of measurements

4G- only 5G - 1 UE 5G - 2 UE

Downlink Peak Rate 420 Mbps 885 Mbps 1465 Mbps

Uplink Peak Rate 87 Mbps 92 Mbps 91 Mbps

Latency (one-way) 12 ms 3.71 ms 4.96 ms

Packet Error Rate 0.2% 0.39% 0.67%

6.6.1 Detailed latency results

A key promise of 5G is that latency experienced with 4G will be reduced drastically to

around 1 ms. Furthermore, latency can be kept low even if the traffic load is high in the

network.

To measure 5G network latency in multiple scenarios, we examined how the DoNUT

affects latency deviation. It was tested with different-sized packets and flows, where the

packet-sending interval was between 25 ms and 200 ms.

One-way latency results are depicted by Figure 6.8, where the measurement scenarios are

based on our APN investigation results – the APNs are bonded with flow characteristics as

shown on Tables 4.4 and 4.5. The tests are perturbed with background traffic represented

by the flows of APN "C". The background traffic took multiple ratios from 0% to 100% of

the link capacity. Again, Table 6.2 shows the aggregated results of the measurements.

As Figure 6.8 shows, the minimum values for the latency were relatively low, at all

sending rates. Furthermore, the packet size does not really affect the minimum latency. The

variance of the delay showed similar values for all measurement scenarios.

From Figures 6.8 (a) to (d) we can see the user experience of "A1", "A2" and "B" type
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(a) APN "A1" latency with 5 packets/flow results (b) APN "A2" latency results

(c) APN "A2" latency results (d) APN "B" latency with 5 packets/flow

Figure 6.8: APN "A" and "B" latency results with different size, background traffic and

packet/flow [21]

APN-s. Since these traffic types are rather sterile – merely two kinds of packet sizes seem to

appear –, their results do not differ that much. Minimum values are close to constant. The

average values of latency grow when the cell is under high (background) load, although this

growth is not extremely high and can be handled well by the applications.

Surprisingly, the observed variance without background traffic is much more significant.

One possible explanation is that improving load balancing is one of the main goals of 5G.

Because the examined 5G architecture is an early test deployment, this effect may change in

the future. However, the packet numbers that make up the flows do not significantly affect

the latency values; differences can be detected, but the measurement results do not show a

clear pattern. From Figures 6.8 (b) and (c) we can see that in case of larger packets the

latency of the transmission is somewhat lower. In contrast, for larger scales as shown in

Figure 6.9 (a) – where the larger packets are almost 10 times larger than the smallest – the

latency rises significantly.
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(a) APN "C" latency results (b) APN "C" latency results

(c) APN "C" latency results (d) APN "C" latency results

Figure 6.9: APN "C" latency results with different size, background traffic and packet/flow

[21]

In Figure 6.9 (d), where the measurement was taken with different transmission intervals

and complex packet ratio, the maximum value of the latency has increased highly. It is

especially interesting that the latency of sending bigger, 1000 Byte packets at each 100 ms

shows smaller variance than the latency for 100 Byte packets at the same rate. This shows

us that the DoNUT can handle the bigger packets more smoothly.

Figures 6.8 (b), (d), 6.9 (b) and (c) depict our measurement results on different-sized

packet-flows sent at different rates, where the background traffic was set to 25%. When

taking a closer look at the maximum values of the packet-flow lengths, it seems that the

network can handle the middle-sized flows smoothly. Interestingly the mean values of the

latency did not change significantly throughout this scenario.

Figures 6.9 (c) and (d) show measurement results, where significant – 50% and 100% –

background traffic was put on the cell, respectively. There are various, interesting conclusions
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that can be drawn by comparing the two figures. It is clear that the advantage of 5G networks

is visible here: small packet flows are handled by the network with low latency. While the

variance was low, latency sometimes reaches those very low, expected values of 5G - such as

3-4 ms. This does not increase much in the case of 100% background traffic, either. Figure

6.9 (c) differs from these because there is no background traffic injected. The latency almost

reached 1 s in a few occasions, but this was always due to the very first packet of the flow,

which needed the radio channel to set up first.

6.6.2 Detailed jitter results

In this measurement setup we were curious about the variance of the packet inter-arrival

time during the transmission. The examined packets were 100 Bytes and 1000 Bytes long

and also in 2 different packet sending interval scenarios between 1 and 0.1 seconds. Since we

were controlling the ratio of packet sending in multiple dimensions, we can calculate not only

the variance of the packet arrival time, but also the variance difference between the expected

and real arrival. The equation (6.3) we used is very similar to calculating variance; however

we replaced the mean "µ" with the packet sending interval as 1 sec to 0.1 sec, xi is the ith

packet inter-arrival time; and n is the number of sent packets. The absolute deviation around

the expected packet arrival was also calculated with the Equation 6.4. Figures 6.10, 6.11,

6.12 and 6.13 show the change of inter-arrival time in a graphical format. For comparison,

we show all of the calculated results in Table 6.3. The variance is around 0.1 msec, and the

highest deviation is 99.8 msec. Based on this we can state that our "Option 3x 5G testbed"

provides very low jitter to the transmitted data even in case of high background traffic.

Figure 6.10 shows the received packets’ inter-arrival times with 0.1 and 1 s packet send-

ing periods (in-between packets). The difference from the expected theoretical results is

minimal. It is worth to mention that at 0.1 s packet sending period some packets arrive

earlier occasionally. The reason could be the variance of transmission path latency. When

examining the results of bigger packets’ transmission in Figure 6.11, we can see how 1000

Byte packets’ jitter changed during the test period. The received packets timestamp [pack-

ets’ timestamps] mostly differ from the reference in the negative direction. Specific channel

allocation could be a reason for that. As a part of the 1000 Bytes was transferred with the

previous packet and the rest of them later.
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�2 =

Pn
i=1(xi � µ)2

n
(6.3)

⇠ = MAX|(xi � µ)| (6.4)

Table 6.3: Variance and absolute deviation around the expected packet arrival

Dataset
100 Byte 1000 Byte

1 sec 0.1 sec 1 sec 0.1 sec

without background traffic
�2[msec]2 0.01606 0.23278 0.02222 0.371

⇠ [msec] 12.749 14.248 25.055 99.804

50% background traffic
�2[msec]2 0.01724 0.2157 0.0194 0.3426

⇠ [msec] 11.617 14.155 18.665 67.493

Figure 6.10: Jitter results (left): 100 Byte packets, 1000 ms sending period, (right): 100

Byte packets, 100 ms sending period [21]

6.6.3 Jitter results with background traffic

During these measurements we wanted to examine how packet inter-arrival times vary in

case of a loaded cell. To use the advantage of the DoNUT scenario we were also able to add

background traffic in the earlier set radio and traffic data composition. Based on the previous

measurements we knew that cell capacity is around 1400 Mbps, when Packet Error Ratio

(PER) remains negligible, so we transmitted some background traffic during our latency

measurement. The results are as follows.
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Figure 6.11: Jitter results (left): 1000 Byte packets, 1000 ms sending period, (right): 1000

Byte packets, 100 ms sending period [21]

Figure 6.12: Jitter results (left): 100 Byte packets, 1000 ms sending period, (right): 100

Byte packets, 100 ms sending period with 50% background traffic [21]

Figure 6.12 has been created when the background traffic was arbitrarily set to 50%

of 1400 Mbps. When we compare these results with Figure 6.10, there is no considerable

difference, except for a few packets.

The correlated effects of having 1000 Byte packets sent at various periodicity – with and

without some background traffic – is shown by Figure 6.13. We can see that that neither

latency nor jitter have changed drastically, even though the effect of cell load (due to the

background traffic) is perceivable.

6.6.4 Lessons learned based on the results

The aim of our work was to provide a measurement method that can be used in practice

by actual operators, who may want to compare their use-case performances with their ex-
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Figure 6.13: Jitter results (left): 1000 Byte packets, 1000 ms sending period, (right): 1000

Byte packets, 100 ms sending period with 50% background traffic [21]

pectations. This also means that the results presented are not supposed to be a baseline

for further comparisons, but a snapshot of the current status. Moreover, the idea behind

comparing various use-cases was to show their differences, and not to universally answer the

question of which use-case has better performance. This depends on the usage scenario, the

volume of the traffic and how the masses are using it.

Our measurement results showed that latency and jitter are still not significantly high for

a fully-loaded cell, and the network will be able to fulfill the 5G MIoT and eMBB application

use-cases’ requirements. It is no surprise that the latency of larger packets is higher, but not

proportionally with the packet length. For operators and network developers, we suggest to

measure their benchmarks by using the suggested method, to evaluate their network by using

Equations 1-2 and to compare their results as calculated in Table 7. These measurements

with multiple packet lengths and send-intervals shall give enough space for correct network

feature comparison and shall be used as KPIs.

We chose to demonstrate the extreme results of jitter in a general traffic case in order to

show the best and worst case scenarios that the operator should take into consideration.

6.7 Conclusion

The three main use-cases of 5G networks are based on the needs of civilian and industrial

service scenarios. The eMBB use-case as a broadband connection, together with URLLC and

mIOT that are targeted for IoT scenarios, are already partly available on the current 4G and
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also on 2G and 3G networks. If we observe the features and traffic demand characteristics

of the current end-devices, we can infer the needs of mass-marketed devices in the future.

Knowing this will enable us to provide better and more reliable services. The devices connect

to the cellular network via signaling and data plane; these are already separated to cover the

different resource demands better.

The effect of different types of users on mobile network signaling has already been in-

vestigated in previous articles, and now we have compared the data usage and distribution

characteristics of various user groups. Based on the results, we have determined which use-

case may have a larger impact on the network and then illustrated these threats through

future examples. The measurement results show that – when separated well – some differ-

ent user groups and use-cases utilize different segments of the network resources. For these

different traffic patterns, 5G architecture is capable of distributing network resources with

network slicing, thus saving resources and providing a more stable service.

We used statistical and Deep Packet Inspection techniques to examine major server-side

services they use, which can be an important parameter in the design of a microservice-based

5G network. In addition, analysing the signaling traffic is suitable for determining which

IoT equipment is at the cell boundary. These devices send RAU messages to correct the

radio network’s deficiency despite the fact that they had fixed locations.

Based on the results and method concept, we suggest defining standard ways on how the

quasi-random, but significant load peaks could be effectively handled within the 5G network

functions. The related network feature as orchestration function could supplement existing

subscriber steering functions [152] from the network’s point of view, and dynamically divert

subscribers based on their traffic characteristics to different GW nodes.

In our current work, I provided a method (NPvS) that shows whether the planned future

industrial network will be suitable or not to handle the traffic needs of a given use-case and

which traffic characteristics can be problematic. The contribution of this part is twofold.

Firstly, for the analysis of existing traffic, I examined a large number of existing amount,

research, and selected a method to quantify the traffic passing through a given network,

but without loss of information. The graphical representation methods have been partially

improved, making the patterns of traffic more suggestive. In the final part of the traffic

modeling, as future work, I intend to add new use-cases to the existing ones, thus providing

a more complex picture of the future industrial networks.
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Secondly, I proposed a method for examining existing industry traffic described with

modified use-cases. As part of this, I introduced the measurement and representation method

for examining transmission networks both an analytical and a graphical way. I presented

a simple method for measuring and determining the potential weaknesses of a transmission

medium or device and then plotting the results. Through this, I can compare the use-case

needs with the capabilities of different networks and can define that the network will be

suitable for the use-case. The NpvS method can serve very well the efforts of designing and

scaling future 5G NPNs.
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Chapter 7

Summary

My dissertation focuses on data and signaling traffic measurement methods and metrics, and

provides a method for future network and service management.

Mobile phone systems using 3GPP-based leased frequencies have undergone tremendous

development in recent years. As a result of advancements in standards and solutions, even

the high QoS requirements of IoT and industrial solutions can be served by mobile network

systems. The actual requirements of the industrial systems open a relatively new area in

wireless networking, where the desired KPIs and operability are needed to be checked both

from the network and the use-case side. For the industrial integration of mobile networks, a

new method is required, which (i) describes the given demands of the mobile network service,

meets the expected service parameters, and does not harm the service itself, and (ii) defines

the mobile network that can serve the given demand.

The following paragraphs provide a concluding overview of the thesis groups and their

sub-theses, summarizing my dissertation research topics, methods measurement results, find-

ings, and metrics I have created and validated. The full description of these theses can be

found in the chapters of this dissertation, as well as in the thesis booklet.

In Thesis group 1, I created a life cycle model for IoT devices and developed a mobile

core network analysis method. I presented a general life cycle model for IoT devices and

demonstrated its application in a telecommunications example. With the help of the models,

I have developed the security investigation method of the IoT devices. I pointed out that the

users or user equipment who were previously banned from the network, pose a threat to the

services of the operators with their re-appearance. For further details, I identified different
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user groups and behaviors. I developed recommendations for developers and operators of end

user-side IoT equipment. I defined the possible predecessor of 5G use-cases, and measured

their existing network requirement footprint. I have shown a correlation between the data

and signaling traffic, based on the transmission characteristics of actively operating Industry

4.0 devices. I discussed that danger from traffic transients needs to be avoided.

In Thesis group 2, I identified the challenges arising from the interconnection of In-

dustry 4.0 and mobile networks. The results were presented and highlighted the needs,

requirements, and motivations of the field related to private industrial mobile networks. I

determined the main characteristics of industrial data traffic and the main parameters that

the 5G industrial network must meet. I designed and created a 5G NSA mobile network

consisting of 3GPP standardized building blocks and performed complex measurements to

determine the network’s KPI values. I examined existing standards in detail and prepared

a network architecture to meet these 3GPP recommendations, and created a network traffic

model that helps determine Industry 4.0 use-cases’ key network needs. To strengthen the

results, I verified the correctness of the model in real network cases. For complex analysis,

I developed a measurement method (NPvS) to examine the adequacy of the new type of

needs and performed validation measurements on a 3GPP-based 5G NSA network. I created

a mathematical model and algorithm to help the theory and examined the joint needs of

specific clients and client groups, as well as the services provided by the network.
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Acronyms

BME Budapest University of Technology and Economics
BoL Beginning of Life
BPMN Business Process Model and Notation
CAPEX Capital Expenditure
CDR Charging Data Record
CIoT Critical IoT
CP Control Plane
DECOR Dedicated Core Networks Selection
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
DNS Domain Name System
DoNUT Device or Network Under Test
DPI Deep Packet Inspection
DSL Digital subscriber line
DTAP Direct Transfer Application Part
EDGE Enhanced Data for GSM Evolution
EIR Equipment Identity Register
eMBB enhanced Mobile Broadband
EMM Evolved Packet System Mobility Management
eNB evolved NodeB
EoL End of Life
EPC Evolved Packet Core
EPS Evolved Packet System
ESM EPS Session Management
FCAPS Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security Management
FHSS Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Arrays
FTP File Transfer Protocol
GB GigaByte
GMM GPRS Mobility Management
gNB Next generation NodeB
GPON Gigabit Passive Optical Network
GPRS General Packet Radio Service
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
GTP General Packet Radio Service Tunneling Protocol
HLR/AuC Home Location Register/Authentication Center
HSS Home Subscriber Server
HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol
HW Hardware
IANA Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
IAT Inter Arrival Time
ICT Information and Communication Network Technologies
ID Identifier
IIoT Industrial IoT
IMEI International Mobile Equipment Identity
IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identity
IMT-2020 International Mobile Telecommunications-2020
IOT Internet of Things
IP Internet Protocol
ISM Industrial, Scientific and Medical
KPIs Key Performance Indicators
LAG Link Aggregation Group
LAI Location Area Identification
LAN Local Area Network
LPAN Local Personal Area Networks
LPWAN Low Power Wide Area Network
LTE Long Term Evolution
LTE EPC Long Term Evolution Evolved Packet Core
M2M Machine to Machine
MAC Media Access Control
MBB Massive Broadband
MIoT Massive IoT
MME Mobility Management Entity
mMTC massive Machine Type Communications
MNO Mobile Network Operator
MoL Middle of Life
MS Mobile Station
MSISDN Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory Number
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NAS Non-access Stratum
NAT Network Address Translation
NB-IoT Narrowband Internet of things
NPN Non-Public Network
NPvS Network Parameters versus Standards
NSA Non-Standalone
OSI Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model
OTT Over-the-top
P2P Peer to Peer
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect
PDN Packet Data Network
PDP Packet Data Protocol
PER Packet Error Ratio
PGW Packet Data Network Gateway
PL Payload Length
PLAN Personal Local Area Network
PLM Product Life cycle Management
PLMN Public Land Mobile Network
PMR Peak To Mean Ratio
PROFINET Process Field Network
QoS Quality Of Service
RAM Random Access Memory
RAN Radio Access Network
RAU Routing Area Update
RCS Rich Communication Services
ROI Return of Investment
RS Radio Silence
SAU Simultaneous Active Users
SAU Simultaneous Active Users
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
SCTP Stream Control Transmission Protocol
SCV Squared Coefficient of Variation
SGSN Serving GPRS Support Node
SGW Serving Gateway
SIM Subscriber Identity Module
SLA Service Level Agreement
SLS Service Level Specification
SMS Short Message Service
SPs Service Providers
STA Station
SW Software
TAU Tracking Area Update
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
TMSI Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity
TPC Telemetry and Process Control
TSN Time Sensitive Networking
TSP Telecommunication Service Providers
UDC User Data Convergence
UDP User Datagram Protocol
UE User Equipment’s
UP User-Plane
URLLC Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communication
USB Universal Serial Bus
VoIP Voice Over IP
VPN Virtual Private Network
ZC Zigbee Coordinator
ZEs Zigbee Endpoints
µO micro Operator
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